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Rangkaian Data Dinamakan (NDN) adalah paradigma penyelidikan yang terkemuka 
untuk seni bina Internet masa depan. Ia bertujuan untuk membangunkan pendekatan 
penyebaran data yang cekap dengan melaksanakan penyimpanan cache dalam nod 
rangkaian. Pengagregatan adalah salah satu daripada seni bina NDN yang paling 
menonjol yang dapat meningkatkan struktur Internet dengan ketara. Ia dapat 
mengurangkan limpahan lalu lintas data global dengan menyediakan cache. Kajian 
ini membentangkan tinjauan komprehensif mengenai strategi pengagregatan 
berasaskan negara NDN yang bertujuan untuk menangani isu-isu pengagregatan, 
dengan tumpuan tertentu untuk meminimumkan kebolehlaksanaan cache dengan 
nisbah kepelbagaian yang dipertingkatkan dan meningkatkan kebolehcapaian 
kandungan dalam cache dengan laluan regangan pendek. Kajian ini mencadangkan 
strategi pengurusan cache baru yang dinamakan sebagai Strategi Pengagregatan 
Kandungan Popular Majumk (CPCCS). Untuk melaksanakan kajian yang 
dicadangkan, Metodologi Penyelidikan Reka Bentuk telah diaplikasikan dan CPCCS 
dikaji secara menyeluruh dan relatif dengan strategi pengagregatan berasaskan NDN 
yang lain, seperti Pengagregatan In-network MAX-Gain, strategi pengagregatan 
popular popular WAVE, Pengagregatan Probabilistic berasaskan Hop, Leaf Popular 
Down, Cache Paling Popular, dan Pengagregatan Sedar Kapasiti Cache Mengetahui 
dalam persekitaran simulasi. CPCCS telah dibangunkan dengan menggabungkan dua 
mekanisme yang dinamakan sebagai Pemilihan Kandungan Populer Kompaun dan 
Pengagregatan Kandungan Popular Majmuk untuk membezakan kandungan 
berkenaan frekuensi Minat mereka dan untuk mencari kedudukan pengagregatan 
yang terbaik. Keputusan menunjukkan bahawa CPCCS memberikan prestasi yang 
lebih baik dari segi Kepelbagaian sebanyak 34%, cache hit nisbah sebanyak 14%, 
redundansi sebanyak 44%, dan Regangkan sebanyak 46%. Hasilnya menunjukkan 
bahawa CPCCS telah mencapai kepelbagaian kandungan yang dipertingkatkan, 
nisbah kena cache, redundansi kandungan, dan regangan yang berkaitan dengan saiz 
cache yang berbeza (1GB hingga 10GB) daripada strategi Pengagregatan lain. Oleh 
itu, CPCCS mempunyai pengaruh penting untuk digunakan pada masa depan untuk 
teknologi baru yang berasaskan NDN seperti Internet of Things, kabus dan 
pengkomputeran tepi. 
 
Kata kunci: Menunggu jadual minat, Masa sejak lahir, Penghala kandungan, 







Named Data Networking (NDN) is a leading research paradigm for the future 
Internet architecture. The NDN offers in-network cache which is the most beneficial 
feature to reduce the difficulties of the location-based Internet paradigm. The 
objective of cache is to achieve a scalable, effective, and consistent distribution of 
information. However, the main issue which NDN facing is the selection of 
appropriate router during the content’s transmission that can disrupt the overall 
network performance. The reason is that how each router takes a decision to the 
cache which content needs to cache at what location that can enhance the complete 
caching performance. Therefore, several cache management strategies have been 
developed. Still, it is not clear which caching strategy is the most ideal for each 
situation. This study proposes a new cache management strategy named as 
Compound Popular Content Caching Strategy (CPCCS) to minimize cache 
redundancy with enhanced diversity ratio and improving the accessibility of cached 
content by providing short stretch paths. The CPCCS was developed by combining 
two mechanisms named as Compound Popular Content Selection (CPCS) and 
Compound Popular Content Caching (CPCC) to differentiate the contents regarding 
their Interest frequencies using dynamic threshold and to find the best possible 
caching positions respectively. CPCCS is compared with other NDN-based caching 
strategies, such as Max-Gain In-network Caching, WAVE popularity-based caching 
strategy, Hop-based Probabilistic Caching, Leaf Popular Down, Most Popular 
Cache, and Cache Capacity Aware Caching in a simulation environment. The results 
show that the CPCCS performs better in which the diversity and cache hit ratio are 
increased by 34% and 14% respectively. In addition, the redundancy and path stretch 
are decreased by 44% and 46% respectively. The outcomes showed that the CPCCS 
have achieved enhanced caching performance with respect to different cache size 
(1GB to 10GB) and simulation parameters than other caching strategies. Thus, 
CPCCS can be applicable in future for the NDN-based emerging technologies such 
as Internet of Things, fog and edge computing. 
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The current Internet was basically developed to share distant computer resources but 
due to the unavailability of the required resources and security threats, this has not so 
far been materialized. And only a little number of people had access to it. The basic 
Internet has been changing with the incremental alteration in the architecture for 
providing all the services that currently the Internet offers. The initial Internet 
prototype was developed in 1967, known as the Advanced Research Projects Agency 
Network (ARPANET), connected only one specific type of 
computers/microcomputers [1]. Later on, different sorts of systems, for example, 
satellite and portable radio systems, were interconnected through ARPANET. 
According to the usage increment of the Internet, the TCP/IP stack was adopted by 
the ARPANET in 1983, to handle the increasing Internet connections [2]. In 1983, 
the Domain Name System (DNS) was made to lessen the multifaceted nature to 
discover these kinds of networks [3]. Of late, the development of the World Wide 
Web (WWW) allowed the Internet to achieve 600 million clients in late 2000 [4], 
and this number has continued developing from that point forward.  
By the people awareness, the requirements were increasing for the Internet and the 
evolution of the Internet architecture did not follow the growing demands of Internet 
users and communicating data [5]. For example, the existing correspondence 
worldview of the Internet presents numerous restrictions. To begin with, Internet 
design can offer numerous duplicates of objects, yet these duplicates are not 
 
 2 
connected together. Keeping in mind the end goal to share assets of the system, extra 
overlay instruments have been proposed over the TCP/IP stack [6]. Reliable and fast 
object exchange requires application particular systems, for example, Content 
Delivery Networks (CDN) or Peer to Peer (P2P) administrations [7]. Secondly, 
security is accomplished by outsider applications and administrations. Trust in 
receiving objects is difficult to accomplish and the majority of the associations 
depend on deceitful locations. Third, the reality of receiving objects is strongly 
related to their location. Each Internet packet is tended to taking after source and 
destination addresses. Every time when an interest packet is sent for object 
accessing, it needs addresses. These requests are firmly connected to an address, 
flagging a specific location of the objects, when clients could not care about the 
location but get the object as fast as could be expected [8]. The direct manner to 
resolve this problem is to replace where with what. Host-to-host correspondence was 
a reflection to take care of the issues of the 1960s. So the researchers contend that 
architecture in view of named objects is better for the communication of this time 
[9]. 
In light of this reason, Information-Centric Networks (ICNs) was proposed in 2009 
[9]. ICN models are perfect state plans of the Internet, where the object is situated at 
the central point of the scene. As opposed to the present Internet where packets are 
tended to as per source and destination nodes (i.e. IP addresses), ICN structures 
address content as per object name at the network layer. Each packet is named and 
this name serves to follow the objects. The point of the ICN proposal is to build up a 
design for the secure communication of content objects. ICN is one of the most 
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significant researches for the design of future Internet[10]. ICN is a future Internet 
paradigm that focuses on information rather than location. In ICN, data is 
represented in the form of data objects or contents and all the contents have its 
specific global unique name by which users send their requests in for desired 
information and the network is responsible for the transmission of the requested 
information [11]. 
1.2 Introduction     
Internet usage has increased extensively in the past decade, especially regarding the 
broad use of Video on Demand (VoD), which increases Internet traffic. The current 
Internet architecture supports end-to-end communication, and the content retrieval 
process occurs in two steps. First, the name resolution provides identifiers for the 
content (i.e., URL) with the location (i.e., IP address), and second, consumer 
Interests are transmitted based on the location from consumer to provider and 
Interested content from provider to consumer [12].  
The name resolution occurs for the content at the application layer before forwarding 
the content which wastes network resources. For instance, if a copy of the required 
content resides at network router near the consumer, the consumer’s Interest does not 
need to be transmitted to the main content provider, which decreases the usage of 
network resources and network traffic [13]. Moreover, the Internet is progressively 
recycled for information distribution with, relatively less use for end-to-end 
communication between end hosts [14]. Although Internet requirements have been 
increasing the evolution of Internet architecture has not followed the growing 
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demands of Internet consumers and communications data [15]. For example, the 
existing communication worldview of the Internet presents numerous restrictions. 
First, the current Internet design offers numerous duplicates of objects, yet these 
duplicates are not connected. Keeping in mind the end goal to share the system’s 
assets, extra overlay instruments have been proposed over the TCP/IP stack [16]. 
Reliable and fast object exchange requires application-specific systems, for example, 
Content Delivery Networks (CDNs) or Peer to Peer (P2P) [17] administrations. 
Second, security is accomplished via outsider applications and administrations. 
Establishing trust in receiving objects is difficult and the majority of associations 
depend on suspicious locations. Third, actually receiving objects is strongly related 
to the object’s location. Each Internet packet follows the source and destination 
addresses. Every time an Interest packet is sent for object accessing, it needs 
addresses [18]. These Interests are firmly connected to an address, flagging a specific 
object location, even though consumers do not care about the location and just want 
the object to arrive as fast as possible. The direct manner to resolve this problem is to 
replace the “where” with the “what” [9]. Host-to-host correspondence was used to 
take care of the issues in the 1960s. Researchers contend that architecture using 
named objects is a better fit for the communication needs of today. 
According to the Visual Networking Index (VNI) report, researchers have recognized 
other issues related to the IP network architecture that require quick comprehension 
[19] to have an acceptable platform that includes data integrity, confidentiality, 
availability, accountability (Owner/Publisher identification and authentication), and 
especially data transmission [20]. Several projects and proposals have been developed 
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to improve Internet architecture, including ICN, which is a leading research focus for 
future Internet paradigm [9]. A number of ICN projects have been formed, such as the 
European Union Research and Innovation program (EU FP7). Under FP7 [21], several 
projects are being developed, for instance, Network of Information (NetInf) [22], 
4WARD [23], Publish/Subscribe Internet Routing Paradigm (PSRIP) [20, 24], 
Publish/Subscribe Internet Technology (PURSUIT), Comet [19], COMBO, SAIL 
project, CONVERGENCE [24, 25], COAST [26], and Green ICN [27].  
Similarly, the US research community has also initiated a number of ICN-based 
projects, including Content-Centric Networking (CCN), Named Data Networking 
(NDN), and Data-Oriented Network architecture (DONA). Another ICN-based project 
known as Active Content Management at Internet Scale (COMIT) was launched at 
University College London (UCL) in January of, 2014 [28]. All of these projects 
feature different functionalities and implementations. However, the basic purpose of 
all ICN-based projects is to design a network architecture that supports the named data 
distribution to handle the flash-crowd effect, disruption, and denial of service; reduce 
the use of resources and decrease energy consumption [11]. In addition, NDN provides 
the complete functionalities of ICN. 
According to the latest forecast [29], global IP traffic will attain more than 1,000 
ExaBytes (EB) per year in 2018. The majority of this increased traffic comes from 
peer-to-peer (P2P) IP infrastructures and a variety of different forms of video traffic, 
such as TV and VoD, which accounts for almost 90% of global customer IP traffic. 
The global mobile traffic is also estimated to increase at extreme rates at the same 
time. To deal with this enlargement in terms of data quantity and devices, one solution 
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is to organize application-layer overlays, such as CDNs [30] and P2P applications, that 
cache content, offer location-free access to data, and enhance the data delivery 
method. This payoff should make access to named data or objects available, with 
replicated web resources, rather than the conventional host-to-host data delivery 
model. However, these procedures would reside in networks, and understanding the 
full potential of content-based sharing in today’s IP-based platform is very 
complicated. NDN is an innovative networking approach to facilitate named data or 
objects as the supreme network entities [31]. It supports object naming and pervasive 
in-network caching to supply well-organized and vigorous network services [32].  
 




NDN can be considered an enhanced generalization of CDN technology, and NDN 
operation is sufficient on a scale similar to CDN [33]. Moreover, NDN [34] is not 
limited to only media-sharing scenarios; it includes other schemes as well, such as data 
collection. For data dissemination, two types of message packets are used in NDN: 
Interest and Data (content). The Interest message with the name of the desired content 
transits the consumer’s interest [35]. The Data, which retrieved from the content 
provider, is known as content in NDN. An Interest message identifies the Data packet 
(content) and retrieves it by specifying a full name with other restrictions that 
designate acceptable data. A Data packet (content) message holds the required 
information payload and the identification of the provider. 
In Figure 1.1 the NDN content caching mechanism is demonstrated as Consumer A 
sends out Interest1 for Content C1. C1 is found at router R1 because the content 
provider already published C1 at R1; therefore, R1 now becomes the intermediate 
provider. Consequently, R1 instantly responds to Interest1 by sending the desired 
Content C1, and a copy of C1 is cached locally during its transmission at all on-path 
routers (R2, R3, and R4). A subsequent Interest2 is generated from Consumer B to 
retrieve C1. As a result, C1 is found at R2 at this time, and R2 sends C1 to Consumer 
B with multiple caching operations along the data routing path (R5 and R6), as 
illustrated in Figure 1.1. 
To summarize, the NDN project has been developed by combining several modules in 
which caching is considered the most dominant component for actualizing the NDN 
manageability [36]. The Cache is used to store the transmitted content in two different 
forms: on-path and off-path [37]. These caching techniques can be implemented 
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efficiently with the help of content deployment strategies. In addition, a basic need 
behind caching performance is determining the appropriate position to place the 
transmitted content. Consequently, many cache deployment strategies have been 
proposed for achieving some advantages, such as proper use of bandwidth by 
enhancing the appropriate delivery of information and reduction of delays [38], as well 
as minimization of the overall load on the main server (content provider). 
1.3 Motivation  
The present IP-based Internet was originally developed as a part of military 
experiments considering that the target shares its resources owing to the scarcity and 
expensive cost of resources. Therefore, considerably fewer people had access to it 
[39]. Now, the circumstances have changed; the cost of Internet devices has dropped; 
further, the number of Internet users has exceeded 4.02 billion. Consequently, 
currently, one device per capita is measured and this number is predicted to increase 
to three devices in 2010.  
However, the number of users is not the only aspect that has brought change to the 
Internet. The availability and transfer of data content through the Internet have been 
increasing rapidly for many years. Google has already indexed one trillion web 
pages [40]. In every 5 min, 3.9 PB of data is being transmitted across the Internet. In 
2018, smartphones transferred 9 EB of data monthly and these numbers are expected 
to keep increasing. In 2019, networks will deliver 14.5 PB in each interval of 5 min 
and smart-phones will transfer 17 EB per month. The VoD traffic is recorded at 
approximately 4.3 billion and it is expected to reach 7.2 billion DVDs per month by 
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2021. Consequently, the current Internet architecture cannot fulfill the requirements 
to handle these exponentially growing Internet users and data transfers. 
In short, the Internet has evolved from serving a few selected groups of scientists to 
reach more than 3 billion users [39]. The Internet has progressed from serving 
nonprofit scientific and military activities to becoming an important part of the world 
economy. Indeed, it has been recorded that the Internet has contributed to 4.5% of the 
GDP in both G8 and BRICS countries [40]. It has adapted from the exchange of static 
files and messages to recording hours of digital videos and multi-party video 
conferences. Nevertheless, the communication architecture has remained unchanged 
and the network communication procedure is still directed by a peer-to-peer model. 
Therefore, the current communication design of the Internet has been encountering 
several limitations regarding the physical location based on data transmission. For 
instance, the Internet architecture can deliver multiple copies of similar data items 
owing to the nature of its communication architecture. To share resources of the 
network, supplementary overlay mechanisms were proposed over the TCP/IP stack. 
Fast and reliable data transfer requires an application-specific mechanism in which 
content delivery networks [41] or peer-to-peer services are primarily used. Another 
serious concern is a security protocol that has been achieved by using third-party 
applications and services. It is not easy to trust the retrieved data item and most of the 
connections rely on untrustworthy locations [42]. 
As illustrated in Figure 1.2, the diverse Internet users exhibit an inclination for 
multimedia data and shared videos. For example, YouTube, which is the 3rd most 
visited website around the globe, has recorded that approximately 5 billion videos 
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are watched in a single day and approximately 6 billion hours of videos are viewed 
in a month; further, approximately 400 hours and 700,000 hours of videos are 
uploaded and watched per minute, respectively [43]. Moreover, 10 million videos are 
viewed using mobile phones and the annual management and maintenance cost is 
approximately $63 billion. Similarly, the video provider NETFLIX has 
approximately 86.7 million subscribers; moreover, 10 billion hours of videos are 
viewed per month or 100 million hours of videos are watched in a day. In addition, 
more than 100 hours of videos are uploaded, and 78,000 hours of videos are viewed 
on NETFLIX per minute. The total videos watched on YouTube and NETFLIX will 
approximately be equal to half the traffic on the Internet by 2021. In 2020, five years 
would be required to watch all the videos that will be transmitted on the IP network 
per second [44].  
 




Today, people are significantly interested in social media and have several social 
relationships where information is sent and received using social sites. For example, 
Facebook is one of the most popular social sites with approximately 1.71 billion 
global users that generate four new petabytes of data per day. Furthermore, 
approximately 100 h of videos are watched and more than 350 billion multimedia 
contents are uploaded in a day [46].  
The Internet has adapted from trading of static documents and messages to serving 
hours of advanced video and multiparty video meetings. Despite all these changes, 
the correspondence worldview has remained unaltered and the system operation is 
still driven by an end-to-end model. In addition, its integration has been broadly 
acceptable to produce new technologies and directions like cloud computing, 
distributed fog computing [47], ubiquitous computing [48, 49], and fly computing 
[49]. However, it is crucial to continue the efficient usage of the Internet because the 
global traffic is expected to increase exponentially in a few years [50]. According to 
the latest forecast on the sharing of information and data traffic on the Internet per 
minute [51], approximately 35.7 million messages are transmitted currently on the 
Internet per minute. Google has indexed more than 1 trillion web pages [52].  
Moreover, in every minute 1.2 PB of traffic is communicated through the Internet 
and 156 million E-mails are sent. Furthermore, Google is used as the primary search 
engine, which demonstrates a high rate of hits of approximately 4.3 million searches 
performed per minute. According to the recent report of the Cisco Visual 
Networking Index (VNI), the demand for information per minute is considerably 
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high. At present, users prefer multimedia-driven content rather than ordinary file 
transfers. Further, more than 39,300 hours of music is listened to with 14 new songs 
being added on Spotify per minute. Moreover, more than 1 million photos, 175,000 
video messages, and more than 29 million instant messages are shared on WhatsApp 
every minute [53]. In addition, around 56,000 photos are uploaded on Instagram per 
minute.  
 
Figure 1.3. IP-based Internet versus Named Data Networking architecture 
 
 
Thus, for the current Internet architecture, such a large amount of multimedia data is 
significantly difficult to handle. This is because the retrieval of a data item is 
strongly associated with its physical location. The packets of the entire Internet are 
required for using the source and destination addresses and each data item is 
retrieved using its location address. In IP-based Internet, the requests of the 
consumer are strongly associated with an address representing a location, whereas 
for caching in Named Data Networking (NDN), consumers do not focus on the 
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location but only on obtaining the desired data items as fast as possible. 
Subsequently, the NDN approach strongly criticizes the use of physical locations 
because consumers are interested only in the desired data rather than locations. 
Hence, in this scenario, the location of the data is replaced by the information 
regarding the data that is required by the consumers; thus, this concept overcomes 
the limitation of the host-to-host communication and solves the problems of the 
1960s [1].  
Figure 1.3 illustrates the IP-based Internet architecture and trending problems, which 
are expected to be uncontrollable in the future. The nature of the current Internet is to 
send similar objects over the Internet multiple times that result in an increase in the 
delay in response because every time the user sends a request, the request has to 
traverse to the server. Therefore, the path length between the user and server 
increases causing a delay and decrease in the resource usability. Moreover, as 
Internet channels have lower capacity when compared to the amount of data 
transmitted, the congestion is uncontrollable. In addition, multiple similar requests 
generated by different users increase the redundancy in requests. Consequently, all 
the requests consume extra energy (power consumption). The Internet of the near 
future demands a conversion from the host-centric to an information-centric 
paradigm [54]. The significant problem for the current Internet is that one server is 
required to send the same data multiple times, which causes 10% of the transmitted 
data resulting in 90% of the network traffic. This massive amount of traffic can be 
managed by implementing cacheable routers intelligently in the network using the 
concept of on-path caching [55]. 
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Consequently, the on-path caching mitigates the constant overloading owing to 
increasing traffic on the network and provides better performance than the IP-based 
Internet. A part of the rationale is that when a query is served, the cache of the router 
is enabled to store the delivering content for further communication in lesser time 
with lesser redundancy along the path, which reduces the traffic load [56]. The 
arising problems discussed previously have motivated this research to adapt to 
certain Internet paradigms that can solve these problems with high performance and 
will be efficient for future requirements. Moreover, several projects were developed 
to improve the Internet architecture in which on-path caching was highly 
recommended by the researchers for the future Internet paradigm.  
Another rationale for implementing this method is that the rapid growth of network 
information on the Internet required approximately 500 EB in 2010 and it is 
expected to reach 15.3 ZB by 2020 [57]. Thus, the IP-based Internet traffic is 
exponentially increasing, which will cause significant blockages that will be a 
serious problem for the future IP-based Internet architecture [20]. Furthermore, there 
is a requirement to identify an alternative platform for the present information 
dissemination mechanism. The Information-Centric Networking Research Group 
(ICNRG) [9] concluded that currently the distribution and manipulation of 
information is a responsibility of the Internet rather than the data source [58]. 
Consequently, it is an essential requirement of the future Internet architecture to 
minimize the present challenges. The objective of ICNRG is to develop a scalable 




1.4 On-Path Caching Design Concept 
On-path caching is the basic approach that is used to cache content within the 
network for a specific time span. In this approach, the node responds to the 
consumers using locally cached content. The node transmits the corresponding 
content to the consumer when it receives an Interest. All the NDN nodes have the 
ability to perform a matching operation between the received Interest and the cached 
contents [59]. In on-path caching, data communication is performed considering two 
primitives such as Interest and content. The Interest carries the name of the required 
content in the prefix. A consumer broadcasts the Interest to the network and the 
Interest is forwarded by using the Forwarding Information Base (FIB) record to 
identify a suitable content container. A node having the required content can respond 
directly to the consumer by transmitting the corresponding content. The content is 
transmitted as a data packet.  
In NDN-caching, consumers can send their Interests for a particular content through 
multicast, broadcast, and anycast data transmission modes. The content is 
transmitted only when an Interest packet matches with the data packet [19, 60]. The 
caching system of the NDN router has three components: content store (CS), 
pending interest table (PIT), and FIB. The CS represents the cache used by NDN 
routers to store a copy of the disseminated contents during its transmission between 
the provider and the consumer. As a router receives an Interest for specific content, 
the CS compares the received Interest with the existing entries of cached contents. If 
any of the existing entries match the received Interest, the CS transmits the 
corresponding content immediately back to the consumer by following the reverse 
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path of the path followed by the received Interest. Caching a copy of the transmitted 
content occurs within the router to serve subsequent Interests. The PIT is responsible 
for managing all the Interests received from the users and gathering them into a 
table, if an entry for the received Interest does not exist, to make the back routing 
easy [61, 62]. 
 
Figure 1.4. Named data networking on-path caching mechanism  
 
 
The PIT keeps track of ongoing Interests so that the data can be sent back to the 
appropriate consumers. If the received Interest fulfills its requirements from the 
locally cached content, the corresponding content is sent back to the consumer 
through the same path. Conversely, if the Interest packet does not match with any of 
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the existing entries, the Interest is forwarded towards the suitable content container. 
FIB contains the routing information that is used to construct a routing map of the 
network topology. It provides a suitable direction for the Interest packet to be 
forwarded in a network. It also helps the Interest packet to identify a suitable 
interface to forward the Interest of the user towards the appropriate content container 
[63].  
An example of the design of an on-path caching architecture and its data 
dissemination is illustrated in Figure 1.4. In the given example, consumer A sends an 
Interest1 to retrieve the desired content C1. When Interest1 reaches router R1, and 
the required content (content C1) is obtained, then the router R1 becomes a provider 
and transmits the desired content C1 to consumer A. However, if the requested 
content is not obtained at R1, the router forwards the Interest towards a suitable 
source (content provider P) and an entry will be created in the PIT. The PIT entry 
will be deleted when it is identified that the required content is cached in its own CS. 
For the first Interest of consumer A, the request traverses to router R1, where it is 
satisfied by obtaining the required content C1. Then, a copy of C1 will be cached at 
the intermediate router R2 during its transmission from R1 to consumer A to reduce 
the distance between the provider and the consumer for subsequent Interests received 
at R2 from consumer B. Consequently, the consumers located around consumer B 
will receive the content C1 from router R2 and not from router R1. 
1.5 On-Path Cache Management Strategies  
Cache management is very important because on-path caching cannot generate 
efficient results. Cache-less networks can produce efficient results. The management 
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of the cache depends on how the cache is deployed and managed by the network. 
The effective management of the cache demonstrates a mechanism that places a copy 
of the transmitted content into the network caching system efficiently [14]. This 
mechanism reduces the server load and latency of subsequent requests. Further, it 
increases the cache hit rate and availability of data [15]. Therefore, the intention of 
on-path caching is to reduce the usage of the resources of the Internet. For this 
purpose, on-path caching delivers several cache management strategies that help in 
overcoming the data transmission problems such as bandwidth consumption, content 
redundancy, and path length between the publisher and the consumer.  
For efficient caching distribution, several placement strategies were proposed. To 
understand the idea of on-path caching, it is important to explain the mechanisms 
that are required to functionalize the cache for content caching. Thus, a number of 
diverse types of cache management strategies are recently been designed such as; 
MAx-Gain In-network Caching (MAGIC), WAVE Popularity-based Caching 
Strategy, Hop-based Probabilistic Caching (HPC), LeafPopDown, Most Popular 
Cache (MPC), and Cache Capacity Aware Caching (CCAC).  
These caching strategies enhance overall data dissemination services. However, 
these strategies still facing some critical problems such as; how each node makes a 
caching decision is a major problem in on-path caching that impacts the performance 
of the content delivery process. For example, popular content needs to be cached at 
the node where it will be demanded next. The information content can be cached 
opportunistically at the delivery path for the consequent Interests [64]. The 
efficiency of caching is dependent on different types of performance metrics that are 
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necessary to improve the content caching strategy by considering the cache size, 
which is small compared to the communicating data content. Therefore, some 
essential performance metrics such as cache hit ratio, content diversity, stretch, and 
content redundancy are included in this study to critically compare types of caching 
strategies to determine the optimal caching.  
1.6 Problem Statement  
NDN caching brings a revolution in network architecture. It can overcome the 
location-based issues that arise in the current Internet architecture. However, it is 
difficult to decide which content needed to be cached and at what location to 
improve the network performance. Cache-management strategies have been 
developed to achieve efficient results. Still, it is difficult to decide which caching 
strategy is the most ideal for each network environment.  
All the popularity-based caching strategies focus on the most popular contents and 
only the contents are selected as popular that has received the maximum number of 
Interests. On the other hand, some popularity-based caching strategies such as MPC 
and LeafPopDown have a very small threshold that caused the increasing of caching 
operation by less popular contents because it assigns the same priorities to all 
selected contents. However, HPC, WAVA, CCAC, and MAGIC select the content as 
popular that has received maximum number of Interests. Therefore, if a content is 
located far from the desired consumer, and numerous Interests are received for that 
content, but the popularity of that content is lower as compared to the popular 
content, the content will never suggests as a popular content and all the times, the 
incoming Interests for that content needs to traverse the several hops to find the 
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required content from remote providers. The reason is that, the content selection 
mechanisms do not allow the content having slightly lower popularity than the 
threshold to be cached. For instance, the threshold is set as 1000 to select a popular 
content than all those contents which have lower popularities will never supposed to 
be cached at intermediate nodes. Therefore, all these strategies focus on the most 
popular or most recently interested content that cannot fulfill the efficient threshold 
requirements for the most popular and less popular contents. Hence, the content 
diversity is reduced because numerous redundant caching operations will be 
occurred by the similar contents [65, 66].  
Moreover, HPC, CCAC, WAVE, and LeafPopDown [67] increases the redundant 
content replications at all on-path routers. [19]. These strategies need additional 
parameters such as TSI, TSB, CCVi,      , additional FIB,    to be computed for 
all incoming Interests and contents at each router. All these entities execute at all the 
routers separately whenever an Interest is generated, or a content is transmitted to the 
consumers. In this way, the communication overhead is increased and consequently, 
the cache hit ratio keeps at its minimum level because millions of Interests are 
generated and correspondingly contents are transmitted in a very short interval. 
Moreover, similar types of popular contents are cached at multiple nodes that 
decrease the overall diversity ratio. MAGIC uses extra cost and resources to compute 
max-gain and local gain values. Consequently, it reduces the cache hit ratio because 
it caches the popular content at limited locations. Hence, most of the incoming 
Interests need to forward to the remote providers. The problem statement is 
summarized as follows; all these strategies focus on the popular or most recently 
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interested contents that cannot fulfill the efficient threshold and content caching 
requirements for the most popular and least popular contents that caused multiple 
homogeneous contents’ replications along the publisher-subscriber path. 
Consequently, the overall caching performance is reduced in terms of caching hit 
ratio, stretch ratio, content redundancy, and diversity ratio. However the proposed 
caching strategy not only prefers the most frequently interested content, but also 
handles the less popular contents to be cached at an appropriate location to increase 
the overall caching performance. 
1.7 Research Questions 
The purpose of this research is to design a new cache management strategy to 
enhance the content caching in terms of cache consumption of a network node. 
Regarding the critical issues with the existing caching strategies as mentioned in the 
problem statement, the following questions are needed to be identified: 
1. How the threshold regarding Interests frequency for content would be 
improved to aid better caching system? 
2. How would the selection of content caching position be improved for cache 
effectiveness in NDN network? 
3. What will be the consequences of proposed cache deployment strategy on 
caching performance in NDN-based network environment? 
1.8 Research Objectives 
The main objective of this study is to design a cache management strategy for NDN, 
named as Compound Popular Content Caching Strategy (CPCCS). This strategy is 
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proposed to enhance threshold and the intermediate position for content caching to 
improve the performance in terms of diversity, redundancy, cache hit ratio, and 
stretch ratio. 
The intentions of CPCCS can be specified by the following objectives as given 
below: 
1. To design a new content selection mechanism that will obtain a relationship 
between content popularity and Interests’ frequency using an algorithm. 
a) Differentiate the contents regarding their Interest frequencies. 
b) Select the contents as optimal popular and least popular using threshold. 
2. To develop a position selection mechanism in order to optimize the content 
store of a network node. 
a) Propose relationship to get the content caching positions for optimal popular 
contents between publisher and subscriber. 
b) Find a cache positions in order to get efficient usage of a network node by 
caching least popular content at publisher-subscriber path.  
3. To validate and evaluate the performance of the proposed caching strategy in 
NDN network simulation environment. 
1.9 Research Scope 
The purpose of this study is to design a content placement strategy named as 
Compound Popular Content Caching Strategy (CPCCS) for the management of 
NDN cache. The basic concept of proposed strategy is to focus on the selection of 
contents regarding their recent utility to increase the amount of diverse content with 
minimum number of redundant content replications within network nodes and find 
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an appropriate position for caching of content to enhance the cache management in 
order to achieve better cache hit ratio with short stretch path. Diversity, redundancy, 
cache hit ratio, and stretch are the common metrics used to measure the caching 
performance in NDN.  
 
Figure 1.5. Scope of the study 
 
Several studies recently been published related to NDN caching strategies [46, 60, 
68], provide information regarding the caching decisions for disseminated data 
content [56, 69, 70]. However, the present research is conducted to determine 
caching performance based on the most relevant basic metrics for improving the 
overall caching performance. Moreover, this study focuses on the critical analysis of 
popularity-based caching strategies and the impact of basic caching evaluation 
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metrics, including content redundancy, content diversity, Stretch, and most 
importantly, cache hit ratio. In addition, the proposed strategy is extensively and 
comparatively studied with other NDN-based caching strategies such as HPC [71], 
MPC [72], LeafPopDown [68], MAGIC [73], CCAC [74], and WAVE [75] through 
simulations. 
1.10 Significance of the Study  
The CPCCS will be useful to control the network congestion by caching the 
disseminated data items at suitable intermediate locations. Therefore, it can deliver 
several benefits such as low response latency, low bandwidth, low congestion, and 
low power and resource consumption. Consequently, it achieves easy control of data 
traffic. Moreover, the intermediate location for the cache is beneficial for mitigating 
the use of resources and energy consumption and the total transmission cost can be 
maintained at its minimum level. Consequently, the proposed caching strategy 
mitigates the constant overloading owing to increasing traffic on the network and 
provides better performance than the IP-based Internet.  
A part of the rationale is that when a query is served, the cache of the router is 
enabled to store the delivering content for further communication in lesser time with 
lesser redundancy along the path, which reduces the traffic load. In other words, if a 
content resides on the main server and it is very popular, for example, the server 
receives a lot of requests for that content. Then, each time the server needs to send 
that requested content to the users that will cause maximum bandwidth utilization. 
On the contrary, if the contents are cached along the path, then all the coming 
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requests will be satisfied by the locally cached contents and maximum bandwidth 
can save as well as content retrieval time will be minimized. 
1.11 Thesis Organization  
This thesis is organized in the following seven chapters according to the highlights 
given below:  
Chapter One It initialized with the background of the Internet and introduces NDN 
with a brief explanation of NDN characteristics. Moreover, the motivation for this 
study is comprehensively explored. Likewise, it also contains a problem statement, 
objectives, scope, research steps, significance, and key contributions of the study.  
Chapter Two reviews the past literature related to the study. It also explains the key 
terms with advantages and drawbacks that still exist in the field of Named Data 
Networking cache deployment mechanisms.  
Chapter Three refers to the sequence of steps to follow the particular methodology 
that is used in achieving the objectives. It also outlines the tools that are considered 
for simulation purposes. 
Chapter Four illuminates the design of content selection mechanism Compound 
Popular Content Selection (CPCS) to accomplish the first objective. Likewise, it also 
describes the proposed content caching mechanism named as Compound Popular 
Content Caching (CPCC) that is designed for cache manageability along the data 
routing path. As a result, both proposed content selection and content caching 
mechanisms are extensively and comparatively studied with other NDN-based 
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caching strategies to evaluate the performance in terms of diversity, cache hit ratio, 
stretch, and redundancy.  
Chapter Five provides the performance evaluation through taken by the comparison 
of the proposed strategy with others using different parameters. The simulation 
environment is selected to check the effectiveness of the research via a diverse 
perspective and network topologies.   
Chapter Six concludes the study by giving a summary of the research, contributions, 








The existing Internet was not designed for the applications that were recently 
developed such as voice over IP and network address translation. To solve these 
problems, it is crucial to modify the Internet architecture [76] as several presents and 
unresolved problems (bandwidth and power consumption, congestion, security) still 
do not have satisfactory solutions in the existing Internet. These concerns necessitate 
the implementation of a new technological approach to achieve an efficient Internet 
architecture that can satisfy its current requirements [77]. For this purpose, the 
research communities have proposed several architectures, of which the most 
popular is the named data networking (NDN) architecture owing to its versatility 
[78].  
NDN is highly scalable, efficient, and reliable information distribution network 
architecture. These advantages have encouraged most researchers to modify the 
current end-to-end sender driven Internet paradigm to a receiver-driven information-
centric paradigm. The NDN architectures provide on-path caching (storage for data 
objects) in the entire network and multicast communication can be produced through 
data replication.  
The objective of on-path caching in the NDN architecture is to achieve a scalable, 
effective, and consistent distribution of information and data objects by using a 
common communication platform that is available in a dedicated system like a 
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content distribution network [20]. In fact, there is a requirement to modify the 
present working IP-based network architecture to the NDN architecture [79]. The on-
path caching techniques in NDN [80] provide the advantages of disseminating 
information [81][82]. As the Internet is progressively improving in term of 
information distribution, there is a relatively lesser requirement for end-to-end 
communication between end hosts.  
The NDN architecture is a receiver-driven networking approach where end-users 
express their interest for specific content and the network is responsible for routing 
the user names-based requests towards the appropriate content container [83]. The 
NDN architecture implements on-path caching (generally known as storing) to 
facilitate multicast mechanisms. Thus, it deploys efficient and appropriate 
transmission of the desired information to the end-users. In this situation, temporary 
storage servers are generally utilized all over the Internet to serve the requested 
objects [84]. 
In the current Internet, the number of data items is significantly large when 
compared to the number of IP addresses, which implies that it is challenging for the 
IP address-based architecture to disseminate the desired data in time [85, 86]. The 
on-path caching in NDN can resolve the problems arising in the IP-based Internet by 
implementing the cache storage within the network nodes. This technique is useful to 
control network congestion by caching the disseminated data items at intermediate 
locations [87]. Therefore, low network congestion needs lower cost and reduces 
response latency. Consequently, it achieves easy control of data traffic. Moreover, 
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the intermediate location of caching is beneficial for data transmission because it 
mitigates the use of resources and energy consumption [88, 89]. 
 
Figure 2.1. Classification of literature and related study    
 
2.2 Named Data Networking Caching  
NDN is an innovative networking approach to facilitate named data or objects as the 
supreme network entities [31]. It supports object naming and pervasive in-network 
caching to supply well-organized and vigorous network services [32]. Moreover, 
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NDN [34] is not limited to only media-sharing scenarios; it includes other schemes 
as well, such as data collection. For data dissemination, two types of message 
packets are used in NDN: Interest and Data (content). The Interest message with the 
name of the desired content transits the consumer’s interest [35]. The Data, which 
retrieved from the content provider, is known as content. An Interest message 
identifies the Data packet (content) and retrieves it by specifying a full name with 
other restrictions that designate acceptable data. 
A Data packet (content) message holds the required information payload and the 
identification of the provider. NDN router consisting of three types of data structures 
such as; Content Store (CS), Pending Interest Table (PIT), and Forwarding 
Information Base (FIB) which is used to facilitate ubiquitous caching and loop-free 
forwarding. CS indicates the cache storage that holds the content for subsequent 
retrieval. It is managed via cache placement/replacement algorithms [55] that exploit 
the possibility of data reuse. The PIT is used to record unsatisfied (pending) 
interests. Each entry in the PIT has a list of source entries incorporated with 
incoming faces to the NDN router/node. The PIT has a specific timeout interval for 
unsuccessful Interests to avoid maintaining previous Interest records. The FIB is 
used to sustain the topology structure in tabular form to facilitate outbound face 
information for Interests. These tables are used for longest-match lookups in the 
prefix order through the content name. Each FIB entry presents a set of 
corresponding faces rather than a single face. In NDN, Interest packets are forwarded 
all the way through FIB, but the Data packets are forwarded according to the PIT 
records, which direct Data packets back to consumers. Consequently, an outstanding 
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FIB design is necessary for the transmission of both Interest and Data packets in 
NDN [87].  
Caching is used to diminish the average cost (energy and time) and enhance the 
content retrieval procedure because a cache stores a copy of frequently interested 
data temporarily for subsequent Interests. A prominent example of this storage is 
web caching, in which web documents (e.g., HTML pages and images) are stored to 
mitigate issues in bandwidth use, server load, and reply time. Caching makes NDN 
different from the currently IP-based Internet, where the cache is used to transmit 
content to the consumers next NDN cache minimizes the response time, lessens 
resource consumption, and boosts data communication services [88, 89]. Suppose, a 
consumer sends an Interest for a specific data content to its nearest router with the 
corresponding content in its cache [90]. The intermediate routers become provider 
whenever disseminated content passes through their cache, and they store the passing 
content locally in their cache for subsequent Interests. Therefore, the provider router 
sends the required content to its desired consumer. The caching is divided into 
various categories based on their characteristics. It is hard to find an appropriate 
criterion that will best meet all future requirements. Basically, NDN caching is 
divided into Off-path caching and on-path caching, as described next as shown in 
Figure 2.1. 
2.2.1 Off-Path Caching 
Off-path caching is similar to the traditional proxy caching or CDN server. The 
retrieval of the content in off-path caching requires redirection of Interests. For off-
path [89] caching a special entity, called the name resolution system (NRS), must be 
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integrated. All sets of content are registered in NRS at the time of creation, and 
consumers can send their Interests for registered content [91]. 
 
Figure 2.2. Off-path caching 
 
 
The general problem with off-path caching is choosing what to cache and where to 
cache it. The other issue is how to reduce the overhead to inform the NRS when a 
new item is cached or an old item is discarded. The exact information about the 
content depends on the NRS, which needs to be updating continuously with all the 
information related to the registered content. In off-path caching, a consumer sends 
an Interest to the NRS, and the NRS compares it with the available content 
information [90]. Afterward, the Interest is forwarded to the corresponding provider 
(router), and the provider sends the required content to the consumer following the 
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returning path, as shown in Figure 2.2. As the content is registered in NRS, the 
consumers send their Interests to the NRS. After that, the NRS forwards the received 
Interests to the appropriate providers (e.g., router or main content provider P1 and 
P2). The subsequent content is sent to the desired consumer through NRS or directly 
to the consumers. Consumers A and B send their Interest packets to the NRS to 
retrieve Content1 and Content2. The NRS redirects the received Interests to the 
appropriate content provider (e.g., router R1). R1 responds by sending the interested 
Content1 and Content2 to the appropriate Consumers A and B. The transmitted sets 
of content are cached along the data routing path during their dissemination from 
providers to the consumers; for example, Content1 is cached at routers R2 and R4, 
and Content2 is cached at R3 and R5, respectively, as illustrated in Figure 2.2. 
2.2.2 On-Path Caching 
In the on-path approach, when a caching node entertains a consumer’s Interest, it 
responds to the interested consumer with a locally cached copy without NRS 
participation [92]. Therefore, this approach diminishes the computation and 
communication overhead during insertion of transmitted data in the network [19, 
93]. When the Interest is projected in-network, the dominant provider (router) 
instantly responds to the received Interest by sending a copy of locally cached 
content to the appropriate consumers. Figure 2.3 illustrates the caching scenarios as 
follows: Consumer A sends out an Interest to retrieve Content1, which is found at 
router R1. Consequently, provider router R1 instantly responds to Consumer A by 
sending interested Content1, and a copy of the demanded content is cached at all 
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intermediate routers (R2 and R4) during its transmission from provider router R1 to 
Consumer A. 
 
Figure 2.3. On-Path Caching 
 
 
Caching mechanisms are divided into various categories, according to their 
algorithms [94]. Among them, on-path caching is the basic approach of NDN 
architecture, in which disseminated content is cached along with the data 
downloading path as it travels from the source to the destination [95, 96]. Therefore, 
this approach is useful to reduce the computation and communication overhead 
during the caching of disseminated content along the delivery path. A significant 
issue related to on-path caching is how each node makes the caching decision to 
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improve the content delivery process. For example, popular content needs to be 
placed at the node from which it is next going to be requested [90, 97].  
The caching decision is the most important part of communication in NDN because 
all caching abilities will suffer if the caching decision is wrong [69, 98]. Although 
information can be opportunistically cached on the data routing path, subsequent 
Interests for the same content will follow the name resolution path and reduce the 
possibility of a cache hit [97, 99, 100]. When data routing and name resolution is 
coupled, and data is cached on the data routing path, as cache hit occurs. On-path 
Caching has a significant role in increasing overall network performance, i.e., 
reducing bandwidth consumption and minimizing latency during access to the 
desired content [55, 101]. It also reduces server load and maximizes the availability 
of the desired contents [102]. The objective of the content placement approach is to 
decrease the distance between the consumer and the content provider. If the content 
resides at an intermediate node the stretch and content retrieval latency will be kept 
at a minimum level [103, 104].  
On-path caching is a compatible module of NDN handled by using cache 
management strategies [105]. Caching of content is based on different criteria, such 
as caching decisions based on node centrality, distance from the source, and the 
content’s popularity [106, 107]. According to the naming granularity, caching can be 
categorized into several types, for example, packet-level caching, chunk-level 
caching and object-level caching. According to the nature of the caching model, the 
strategies are categorized as autonomous model-based caching strategies, 
cooperative-model-based caching strategies, and centralized model-based caching 
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strategies [75, 108, 109]. These strategies have reduced the usage of network 
resources, and minimize the network traffic. However, it is very difficult to provide 
such a large amount of cache storage [110, 111]. On the other hand, efficient content 
dissemination can be provided by selecting a suitable caching strategy that can 
distribute contents with minimum usage of resources (caches) [112, 113]. In the 
default NDN caching strategy, when a consumer sends an Interest to the network, the 
network sends the required content to the consumer and a copy of that content is 
cached along with the data delivery nodes available on the publish-subscribe path. 
Thus, subsequent Interests should be satisfied locally. 
2.3 NDN Cache Deployment Strategy  
Cache deployment deposits the consumer’s desired content along the data routing path 
in provisional storage (cache) that is allocated within the network nodes. Caching 
plays an immense role in network performance by diminishing bandwidth 
consumption and reducing latency when accessing the required content [114]. An 
essential operation of these caching strategies is forwarding the desired content to the 
interested consumers and caching a copy of the content near the interested consumer to 
minimize the average cost for subsequent Interests (requests). Recently, a number of 
content deployment strategies have been projected to deploy NDN in-network caching. 
These strategies boost information replication and decrease reaction time [115, 116]. 
In addition, strategies use fewer network resources and reduce network traffic [117]. 
For example, probabilistic caching [118] is a well-known content caching strategy, and 
the research community captures more interest because of its adjustable probabilistic 
value [119], which is allocated according to the manufacturer. In recent years, 
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probabilistic caching got incredible interest from the research community because of 
its diverse natures of caching content. Generally, it is divided into two sub-categories. 
The primary subcategory is fixed probabilistic caching (FIX), and the secondary 
subcategory is dynamic probabilistic caching. 
2.3.1 Fix-based Probabilistic Caching Strategies  
This sort of content-deployment mechanism is based on the pre-determined 
probabilistic values to cache the consumer’s interested content along the data delivery 
path [97, 120]. Caching of the content is taken individually at all routers without the 
involvement of collaboration among the nodes. FIX has no distinction regarding the 
transmitted content [121]. 
2.3.1.1 Everywhere Probabilistic Caching (EPC) 
The Everywhere Probabilistic Caching (EPC) strategy lies in FIX and is based on 
probabilistic situations. According to probability, the demanded content is cached with 
probability at all the nodes that have empty caches along the downloading path. If the 
probability value is set to 1, then it works just like CCN default caching, that is, Leave 
Copy Everywhere (LCE) [122]. If it has a value other than 1, the disseminated content 
will be stored according to the probability value (e.g., probability based on strategy 
and the available cache).  
Figure 2.4 shows the dissemination of two sets of content through different 
probabilities. If the caching is set to probability 1 at that moment, the content will be 
cached at all routers to facilitate the available cache on the delivery path. In Figure 2.4, 
Consumer A sends out an Interest1 to the network to retrieve content C1, but the 
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desired content is not found in any router’s cache so Interest1 reaches the content 
provider. 
 
Figure 2.4. Everywhere Probabilistic Caching 
 
 
Consequently, the provider responds to received Interest1 by sending the required 
content C1 to Consumer A, and a copy of C1 will be cached at all on-path routers 
(R1, R2, R3, and R4). Moreover, for the subsequent Interests, the C1 will be sent 
from the nearest router R4. 
2.3.1.2 Priority-Based Probabilistic Caching (PBPC) 
The Priority-Based Probabilistic Caching (PBPC) strategy lies in FIX and assigns the 
priorities to the content based on the stretch between the content providers and the 
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consumers. Probabilities for the content vary at all nodes, and the disseminated sets of 
content are cached along the consumer’s path based on their probabilistic value [14, 
67]. The probabilistic value of the content is inversely proportional to the distance. 
Therefore, if the distance between the content provider and consumer is farther, the 
content will be indicated as a low probability to be cached along the data delivery path. 
On the other hand, if the distance between the provider and consumer is shorter the 
interested content will be posed as a high probability to cache the disseminated content 
along the data delivery path [122]. 
 
Figure 2.5. Priority-Based Probabilistic Caching 
 
 
Figure 2.5 provides a visual of the entire process of PBPC, in which Consumer A 
sends an Interest1 to get Content C1, and C1 is found in the content provider’s cache. 
As a result, the desired content is sent back to Consumer A, and a copy of C1 is locally 
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cached along the delivery path. According to PCPB, the probability is divided to cache 
the disseminated content based on distance. If the distance is small, the router gets 
more chances to cache the content; however, as the distance increases, the probability 
decreases. In Figure 2.4, interested content C1 is cached only at routers R3 and R4 
because R3 and R4 show the highest probability to cache C1 due to the shorter 
distance from Consumer A. On the other hand, routers R1 and R2 are located far from 
Consumer A, and both have low probability to cache C1 within their cache storage. 
Consequently, the content does not have much probability to cache at R1 and R2. 
Therefore, C1 only cached at R3 and R4 because of the short distance between 
Consumer A and these routers (R3 and R4). 
2.3.1.3 Random-Based Probabilistic Caching (RPC) 
Random-Based Probabilistic Caching (RPC) is derived from FIX, in which the 
caching decision of disseminated content is determined based on the randomly 
chosen probabilistic value [66]. RPC offers two advantages: (1) exhibits simplicity in 
structure, and (2) extracts low overhead when searching content for caching. On the 
other hand, RPC possesses low efficiency due to its uncertain and random nature. 
This mechanism is used as a benchmark to compare the performance of the latest 
establishing caching strategies [65]. In this strategy, a copy of the required content is 
cached at randomly selected locations along the data delivery path from provider to 
consumer.  
RPC can be materialized into several kinds of approaches; for example, the caching 
decision can be performed based on the levels of tree structure topology. The 
caching depends on the algorithm regarding which levels of the caching router are 
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available [123]. For instance, if level-1 is chosen for caching the transmitted content, 
then it will cache only at routers located in level-1 of the tree topology [104].  
 
Figure 2.6. Random-Based Probabilistic Caching 
 
 
On the other hand, if level-2 is selected for content caching, the content will be 
cached at the routers located at level-2 of the tree topology (see Figure 2.6), and 
when Consumer A sends out an Interest to retrieve content C1, C1 is cached at router 
R2. If level 4 is chosen, for example, the content will be cached at R4, as illustrated 
in Figure 2.6. The caching decision is predefined in the strategy algorithm, and it can 
be changed according to the nature of the environment. 
Moreover, it can be changed on the basis of data traffic congestion and to reduce the 
distance between providers and consumers for subsequent Interests. RPC provides a 
simple structure and low overhead, but it becomes questionable due to the 
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unpredictable nature of randomness and its different types of random structures. RPC 
does not provide a distinct position, which causes high retrieval times because there 
is a possibility of caching content far from the consumer, increasing the distance 
between providers and consumers. 
2.3.2 Dynamic-probabilistic caching strategies 
The focus of dynamic-probabilistic caching strategies is to enhance the structure of 
network topology with traffic patterns. The dynamic caching strategies are developed 
to diminish network and caching redundancy to mitigate the resource usage rates on 
the whole network. Caching decisions in dynamic probabilistic caching is dependent 
on the capacity of the routers’ caches, the amount of data traffic, and the time required 
for content to be cached [59]. All content is incorporated with a time window to 
facilitate how much time they can be cached at a specific position; this interval is 
calculated via the Target Time window (Ttw) [98].  
Moreover, two primitives, Time Since Inception (TSI) and Time Since Birth (TSB), 
are used for the calculation of path length. TSI is used within the Interest header, and 
TSB is assigned within the content header. When a consumer sends an Interest 
packet for some content, the value of TSI is initiated to 1, and the value increases by 
one when it passes through one hop. TSB is coupled with desired content. When 
interested content is hit at a provider, the value is initialized with 1, and this value is 
boosted up as the content traverses to the consumer. When a hit occurs, the TSI 
header of the Interest merges with content. However, its value remains unaffected as 
the content passes through the data routing path to the consumer [124]. TSI indicates 
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the path length of the Interest from consumer to provider, and TSB represents the 
distance from provider to consumer [14]. 
2.3.2.1 ProbCache 
ProbCache is a type of dynamic probabilistic caching [125] in which the caching 
decision is based on the cache capacity along with the data downloading path and the 
factor used to calculate the tendency to cache the content close to the consumer 
[126]. ProbCache aims to improve the caching tendency of the consumer’s interested 
content to have it cached nearer to consumers. The probabilistic value for content 
caching along the data routing path can be calculated as given in the following: 
 
                                                                                             (2.1) 
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                                                  (2.2) 
 
                                                        CacheWeight =  
 
                                             (2.3) 
 
where    indicates the cache storage of all the nodes along the path between source 
and consumer,    is the average cache capability of all the routers along the delivery 
path, Ttw is the Target Time window assigned by the mechanism that gives details 
about how much time content can be cached along the data routing path, and n shows 
the number of routers along the path. Moreover, x and y stands for the Interest 




Figure 2.7. ProbCache  
 
In Equation 2.2, y symbolizes the TSB header in which the number of nodes is 
calculated between provider and consumer, whereas x illustrates the TSI header 
coupled with the consumer Interest that quantifies the number of routers between 
consumer and provider. These equations need to be calculated at all router along the 
delivery path throughout content transmission [99]. However, the time period used to 
cache content at the subscriber path can be calculated by the Times-In factor. At the 
same time, the CacheWeight factor is used to cache content close to the consumer. 
This caching strategy yielded poor performance for various caching spaces along the 
path. Figure 2.7 demonstrates the design of ProbCache: When Consumer A sends 
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away an Interest to the content provider, at that moment, the value of the TSB header 
is incremented by 1 at each router. While the source acts in response to the Interest via 
sending interested content C1, at that time, the TSI value is attached along with the 
TSB header of the desired content. Although the TSI remains unchanged throughout 
content delivery, the value of TSB is raise incrementally at all nodes. If both values 
will be the same according to ProbCache, the interested content will be cached near 
Consumer A at the edge router R4.  
According to ProbCache, the Ttw is quite small, which increases the content eviction 
rate and decreases the caching gain. When Consumer A throws an Interest for 
content C1, the value of x is added to at every router along the routing path from 
Consumer A to the provider. Subsequently, the provider responds to Consumer A by 
sending content C1; the value of x is attached within the content header, while the 
value of y is added to along the data routing path at all the routers (from provider to 
Consumer A). If the value of Ttw is agreed to as Ttw=2 sec for an identical cache 
size followed by calculating the TimesIn factor and CacheWeight factor, the 
probabilistic values would be equivalent to p = (0.5) R1, p = (0.75) R2, p = (0.75) R3, 
and p = (0.5) R4, alongside the path (where R1, R2, R3, and R4 are the caching 
routers alongside the subscriber path). Obviously, the probability is higher to cache 
content at the symmetric routers than at the edge routers [127]. Therefore, 
ProbCache dispenses a fair cache distribution along the delivery path. 
2.3.2.2 ProbCache+ 
ProbCache+ [98] is the enhanced caching mechanism version of ProbCache that was 
developed to improve the unfair cache allocation among disseminated content. In 
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this strategy, the cache allocation was enhanced by changing the value of Ttw along 
with the routers at the delivery path. To support this, an improved form of 
CacheWeight has been projected. According to ProbCache+, the value of Ttw is 
decreased by increasing the distance from consumers; in other words, Ttw is 
inversely proportional to distance [128]. The probability is amplified gradually along 
the delivery path as the content caches near the consumer and presents a high 
probability of maintaining its caching situation for a long time. The probabilistic 
value for content caching can be calculated as:  
 
                                 ProbCache+ = TimesIn × CacheWeight                                (2.4) 
 
                                                                = ∑     
     
   
      
                                            (2.5) 
 
                                                    CacheWeight =    
 
                                             (2.6) 
 
In these equations,    is the cache space of all the routers along the data routing 
path, and    is the average cache ability of the routers. Ttw is the Target Time 
window set down by the strategy regarding the length of time interval a content can 
be cached at the consumer’s path, ո is used to count the number of routers, and x and 
y symbolize the Interest header TSI and content header TSB, respectively.  
To improve this caching, the CacheWeight Factor is modified in exponential form to 
calculate the probability of caching content at all on-path routers, as demonstrated in 
Figure 2.8. ProbCache+ enhances the ProbCache algorithm by distributing the 
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probabilistic value according to the distance in hops from consumers; for example, 
for Consumer A, it will be (0, 0.32, 0.05, 0.5), along with router R1, R2, R3, and R4, 
respectively. 
 
Figure 2.8. ProbCache+ 
 
 
This proves that the probability is rising toward the consumer and falling away from 
the provider. If the distance is long, the probability will be reduced. ProbCache and 
ProbCache+ aim to tackle the problems related to inefficient resource usage in 
different ways. They share the resources (cache) fairly among the content, but these 
strategies seem unable to achieve their goals completely.  
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Both caching strategies introduce a number of parameters that have no content 
distinction and need to be set arbitrarily. In addition, both strategies need to update 
the consumer Interests and content in the form of TSI/TSB, which increases the 
computational cost and memory consumption at all routers. Moreover, these caching 
strategies introduce Ttw by using a special variable that also increases the 
computational cost. Finally, both strategies do not distinguish cached sets of content 
and provider no criterion to handle the frequently interested content [118]. 
2.3.2.3 ProXCache 
The ProXCache caching strategy has been derived recently from dynamic probabilistic 
caching to improve content redundancy and path redundancy. It implemented through 
a hypergraph, ProXCache strategy uses a specific header address combined with an 
Interest message as the consumer Interest for some content 0. Based on the proposed 
caching, the dissemination of consumer Interest packets a particular cache time 
interval, path computation, and hop distance are required. When a cache hit is 
recorded, the interested data content is thrown to the consumer, and the proxy location 
is attained by the publisher to cache a copy of interested content along the consumer’s 
path as an augmentation of Leave Copy Down (LCD) (see Figure 2.9). ProXCache is 
different from the previous mechanisms due to the constant transmission of data 
delivered to consumers using cache time window, path distance, and hop distance. 
After that, the interested contents are cached probabilistically at the mid-routers of the 
consumer’s path through a centrality computation algorithm.  
Therefore, transmitted contents are cached at the proxy node and moved toward the 
consumer. Through PIT records, this operation is performed at the intermediate node. 
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In continuous Interests and network traffic, proxy positions, cache time windows, and 
path capacity of the network need to be obtained for each Interest. This caching 
mechanism was created to mitigate content redundancy and path redundancy; 
 
Figure 2.9. ProXCache 
 
However, in short, stretch paths, it actually substantiates content redundancy. In 
addition, it increases the communication overhead because a number of variables need 
to be calculated during each transmission of Interest messages and interested content. 
ProXCache maximizes resource usage (caching) as millions of transmissions are 
required in a small time interval. 
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Figure 2.9 demonstrates the operation of the ProXCache caching strategy which 
clearly indicates the content redundancy along the short delivery path when Consumer 
A sends Interests messages. Consequently, the interested content C1 is cached at all 
the routers along the short stretch path by routers R1, R2, and R3. Moreover, 
ProXCache needs a number of parameters for the content dissemination which 
increases costs in term of resources and energy. 
2.3.3 Max-Gain In-network Caching 
MAGIC [18] was proposed to minimize the overall bandwidth consumption as well 
as the amount of caching operations. In MAGIC, content caching performs using two 
procedures. In the first procedure, content is cached in the CS and in the second 
procedure; the content replacement operation is performed to delete the content from 
the router’s cache so that the new content can be accommodated. The caching 
operation is based on the popularity of contents and the hop reduction count. In 
MAGIC, two primitives, local cache gain, and Max-gain values are used to calculate 
the popularities of the requested contents. Each router locally calculates the local 
cache gain in which the numbers of placement and replacement operations are 
measured. MAGIC uses the local information (content name, Interest count, 
popularity count) related to contents to calculate the local gain. The local gain helps 
to find the appropriate node with location to cache the incoming contents along the 
data delivery path.  
To find the router that has maximum local gain, the MAGIC adds extra information, 
named Max-local gain, and embeds it into the consumer Interest. When the Interest 
is generated for some content, the counter for Max-gain value is initialized to 0. As 
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the Interest is received at any router, the MAGIC compares the values of Max-gain 
of Interest with a local gain of the router. If the local gain value is greater than the 
value of Max-gain, the router updates the Max-gain value. As the Interest along with 
its Max-gain reaches the content provider, the Max gain value is delivered to content 
and embedded into the content. 
 
Figure 2.10. Max-Gain In-network Caching 
 
Therefore, the content is cached along the delivery path if the Max-gain value of the 
transmitted content and the local gain value of the router are equal. Thus, the content 
with more Interests gets more chance to be cached at intermediate routers. 
Figure 2.10 illustrates the content caching mechanism in MAGIC. In the given 
scenario, three Interests (Interest1, Interest2, and Interest3) are sent to retrieve the 
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Content C1 from router R1. In response to received Interests, the router R1 behaves 
as a provider and sends the required Content C1 to the consumers A and B. 
According to MAGIC, the local gain and Max-gain are calculated for all the received 
Interests. Therefore, the local gain and Max-gain are graters at router R4 as 
compared to other routers, so that the Content C1 is cached at router R4 which is 
near Consumer A because he sent more (two) Interests than Consumer B to 
download Content C1. 
2.3.4 Hop-based Probabilistic Caching (HPC)  
Hop-based Probabilistic Caching (HPC) [129] was proposed to overcome the issues 
of earlier probabilistic-based caching strategies. It was developed by using the 
enhanced version of CacheWeighty factor and CacheWeightMRT. The CacheWeighty 
was enhanced to reduce the similar content replications and y parameter was used to 
determine the number of hops between a content provider and a consumer. 
CacheWeighty also helps to minimize the distance between the cached content and 
consumer by pushing the content towards the consumer to reduce the path length for 
subsequent Interests [130].  
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Figure 2.11. Hop-based Probabilistic Caching 
 
 
The CacheWeighty factor is equal to the distance between the consumer and the 
provider. In equation 2.7, a show the distance in hop-count and it is used as a 
constant integer that assigns to the cache capacity of the whole path. The 
CacheWeightMRT refers to the duration that identifies for how long content can be 
cached along the data delivery path. CacheWeightMRT is derived using two factors 
as Mean Residence Time (MRTm) and expected Mean Residence Time (MRTexp). 
Suppose the value is selected as          seconds,    , and the value of the 
parameter is associated with 1, 2, 3, and 4 with routers R1, R2, R3, and R4, 
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respectively. The value of      the factor is derived as 8, 3, 5, and 15 along the 
routers R1, R2, R3, and R4, respectively.  
Therefore, CacheWeighty factor is achieved as 0.5, 0.33, 0.15, 0.2 and this value is 
dispersed along the data routing path with each router as                   
    , and        as shown in Figure 2.11. In response to Interest1 (received from 
Consumer A), the Content C1 is cached at all the routers along the path according to 
the given probabilistic value. 
2.3.5 Most Popular Cache (MPC) 
In Most Popular Cache (MPC) [102], each node is associated with a special entity 
known as a popularity table, and three types of information are needed to store the 
cached content: the content name, the popularity count, and the threshold. All nodes 
need to calculate the number of incoming Interests for each content name to measure 
the popularity of content [63].  
The threshold is the maximum value according to which the content is considered 
popular, and this value is fixed by the content caching mechanism. When the 
popularity count for a particular content name becomes equal to the threshold value, 
the content is labeled as popular. If a node holds the popular content, it recommends 
caching it at its neighbor nodes by sending a suggestion message. The suggestion 
message may or may not be acknowledged, depending on the resource’s (i.e., the 
cache’s) availability. When popular content is cached at neighbor nodes, its 




Figure 2.12 elucidates the MPC caching mechanism in which two Interests are sent 
by consumers A and B to retrieve content C1 from router R4 and R6. At the same 
time, another Interest, Interest 1, is received from consumer C to retrieve content C2 
from router R3. 
 
Figure 2.12. Most Popular Cache 
 
According to MPC, content C1 is labeled as popular content because it received two 
Interests that were equal to the threshold value, as shown in Popularity Table 1 (see 
Figure 2.12). Therefore, router R2 sends suggestion messages to its neighbor routers 
(e.g., R2, R4, R4, and R6) to cache content C1, and the popularity of content C1 is 
reinitialized to 0, as shown in Popularity Table 2 (see Figure 2.12). 
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2.3.6 Cache Capacity Aware Caching (CCAC) 
Cache Capacity Aware Caching strategy [19] was proposed by the composition of 
selective caching with cache-aware routing algorithm. It was designed to reduce 
loads of networks and servers. CCAC observes the recent cache consumption to 
estimate the available cache to accommodate new coming contents to be cached at a 
routing path. A node indicating highest cache capacity has more chances to cache the 
upcoming content within its cache. The cache-aware routing forwards the 
consumer’s Interest to the suitable provider by using an extra feature as FIB. The 
cache capacity is calculated using an inverse function to the amount of recently used 
cache. Each node indicates a heterogeneous size of cache capacity. Therefore, the 
cache capacity value of the ith node can be calculated as shown in followings. 
 
                                              
    
                                                      (2.10) 
 
where c represents the compensation value in the case that the huge caching load, L, 
makes distortion among the network nodes. Two fields as CCVi and Network 
Distance Value is integrated with each Interest to find the available cache and 
distance between a consumer and a content provider. As the hit is recorded, the 
content is forwarded to the consumer according to the following equation:  
 
                                                
    
         




where        shows the total number of contents and r represents the ranking of 
popular contents. The popularity of a content is measured by taking the sum of 
Interests generated for particular content. Therefore, a weight is associated with each 
popular content that helps the content to be cached with higher possibility. The CCVi 
is attached to the content as the provider makes a reply to the Interest and threshold 
is individually determined by combining the CCVi and    at all nodes along the 
routing path. 
 
                                                                                                        (2.12) 
 
where       represents a threshold, which is used to make content popular. 
 





In Figure 2.13, the content caching mechanism of CCAC is illustrated in which 
consumer A sends an Interests to retrieve the content C1. As a hit is recorded, a 
content provider sends the requested content C1 to consumer A, and a copy of C1 is 
cached at intermediate router according to the given algorithm during its 
dissemination from Content Provider to consumer A. 
2.3.7 Leaf Popular Down (LeafPopDown) 
LeafPopDown [36] is a popularity-based cache management strategy used to manage 
the cache of nodes in NDN. LeafPopDown caches popular content at the 
downstream router and edge router among the data downloading path. When a 
consumer sends an Interest for content, a path is created from the consumer to the 
provider node for further communication. As the cache hit occurs, the provider node 
adds an entry in its popularity table. As the entry for that particular content exceeds 
the threshold (value to identify the popular content) the content is suggested as 
popular. The popular content is sent back to the interested consumer, and a copy of 
the content is cached at a neighbor node, which is placed one level down from the 
provider node, and one copy is cached at an edge node located just before the 
interested consumer. 
In LeafPopDown, the highly interesting content (i.e., popular content) is gradually 
cached close to the consumer [37]. Figure 2.14 demonstrates the LeafPopDown 
caching strategy. In this figure, consumer A sends several Interests, to retrieve 
content C1. After several Interests are received for C1, it is selected as popular. 
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Therefore, router R1 behaves as a provider and sends required content, C1 toward 
consumer A, and a copy of C1 is cached at downstream router R2 and edge router 
R6 during its transmission from provider to consumer. When consumer B sends a 
number of Interests to retrieve C1 and, thus, C1 is selected again as popular, router 
R2 becomes a provider and pushes C1 toward consumer B, and a copy of C1 is 
cached at downward router R3 and edge router R4. 
 
Figure 2.14. Leaf Popular Down  
 
2.3.8 WAVE: Popularity-based Caching Strategy  
This caching strategy is designed to achieve data distribution in chunks. The 
objective of the WAVE strategy is the efficient distribution of contents as well as 
reducing the average cache management cost. In WAVE strategy, content is cached 
in the form of chunks on the basis of the requirements of a consumer. All the chunks 
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are associated with a relation known as inter-chunk relation. The WAVE strategy 
modifies the number of chunks imparted to a cache according to the popularity of the 
content (the number of Interests received by a specific content). The WAVE strategy 
exponentially increases the number of chunks to be cached and gradually forwards 
the chunks towards the consumers.  
 
Figure 2.15. WAVE: Popularity-based Caching Strategy  
 
 
All the routers individually decide whether the received chunk has to be cached or 
not. In this strategy, the upstream routers recommend to its down-stream routers to 
cache the coming chunk and this recommendation can be ignored by the router if the 
cache space of the down-stream router is full. If the downstream router does not have 
cache space to store the coming chunk, the chunk will be stored at the subsequent 
down-stream router. When the content provider receives an Interest for specific 
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content or file, it divides the content into chunks to result in the efficient data 
distribution. For instance, the requested content is divided into 50 chunks and the 
provider will send that content in the form of chunks to the consumer. All the chunks 
of content have a specific type of index and the index is used in collaboration with 
the routers to avoid caching of disorganized chunks because each router individually 
decides regarding the caching operation. Moreover, a cache flag bit (e.g., a data 
packet header) is associated with each chunk for organized data delivery. 
Figure 2.15 illustrates the content caching mechanism using the WAVE. From the 
given scenario, the Content Provider receives Interest1 that is generated by consumer 
A for retrieving content C1. In response to the interest, the Content Provider sends 
content C1 and Chunk1 is cached at router R1 during the first transmission of 
content C1 from the provider to the consumer. After a while, Interest2 is sent by 
consumer A to download content C1 again. Consequently, content C1 is sent to 
consumer A and the chunks (Chunk2, Chunk3) belonging to C1 are exponentially 
cached at router R1 and Chunk1 is cached at router R2 in the second transmission of 
content C1. This process is continuously performed, and the chunks are gradually 
forwarded towards the consumers as shown in the given scenario (Figure 2.15). In 
response to Interest4, the entire chunk reaches the edge router R4 and all the 
subsequent Interests will be accomplished from router R4.  
2.4 Critical Analysis      
The management of the cache depends on how the cache is deployed and managed 
by the network. The effective management of the cache demonstrates a mechanism 
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that places a copy of the transmitted content into the network caching system 
efficiently [14]. This mechanism reduces the server stretch length for subsequent 
Interests. Further, it increases the cache hit rate and availability of data [15]. 
Therefore, the intention of on-path caching is to reduce the usage of the resources of 
the Internet. For this purpose, on-path caching delivers several cache management 
strategies that help in overcoming the data transmission problems such as content 
redundancy and path length between the publisher and the consumer. For efficient 
caching distribution, several placement strategies were proposed. These strategies 
were developed to implement the idea of popular content in which the content that 
receives more Interests indicates higher popularity and is cached along the data 
delivery path. 
Table 1 illustrates certain common features and challenges of the diverse on-path 
caching strategies. All the strategies are analyzed on the basis of popular metrics that 
are used to evaluate the on-path caching performance. The common metrics are 
cache hit ratio, content diversity ratio, content redundancy ratio, stretch ratio.  
The probabilistic caching received a high interest from researchers because of its 
multiple content selection mechanisms. It provides several ways to cache content 
during their transmission to fulfill the subsequent requirements for consumer 
Interests. Basically, the probabilistic caching is divided into two categories in which 
the fixed-based probabilistic caching plays an important role to enhance the overall 
caching performance.     
The EPC caching mechanism was proposed to increase data availability near the 
consumers [131]. This mechanism supports the redundancy that increases the 
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utilization of resources unnecessarily that caused the large number of caching and 
eviction operations and reduce the cache space for incoming content, due to which 
the stretch is maximized because new Interests need to forward to the main source 
due to less priority to cache most popular contents nearest the interested consumers. 
Moreover, it supports the content homogeneity that decreases the number of diverse 
contents within the cache of the node and consequently the redundancy is exploiting.  
The PBPC decreases the distance for the subsequent Interests that results in high 
performance in terms of caching gain, stretch, diversity, and redundancy, but some 
issues are still exists in this caching structure, For example, the content will cache at 
all the router alongside the data downloading path when the path length is very 
small, which maximize the redundancy, usage of resources (i.e., cache) and it will 
reduce diversity as well as cache hit when the cache is overflow.  
The RPC was proposed to reduce the path length between the consumer and the 
intermediate cached copy of requested content. This technique delivers a high cache 
hit ratio and low latency rate. However, it demonstrates a lack of efficient caching 
for popular content. Moreover, it increases redundant content duplication and 
therefore reduces the content diversity. In addition, the RPC increases memory 
consumption by caching similar content at multiple locations. At certain times, it 
performs better in terms of the cache hit ratio and stretch ratio; however, this 
depends on the free cache space along the data delivery path. It does not define any 
criteria for popular content to be cached at intermediate locations. All the fixed based 
probabilistic caching strategies have limited usage of resources and deliver fast 
propagation of content. 
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ProbCache provides a fair allocation of resources along the delivery path amongst 
disseminated contents but it has no any content distinction, updating of Interest and 
content reply packets (computational overhead) arbitrary description of parameters 
[118]. This strategy does not succeed to provide any compensation which proves that 
it does not get done its goals [97]. Both fixed and dynamic probabilistic caching 
endeavor to diminish the content redundancy but the redundancy still exists. The 
dynamic probabilistic strategies established a new attribute Ttw which is used to 
determine a particular time interval to cache content alongside the data path but it 
reinforces the content eviction rate. Fixed probabilistic caching strategies have low 
overhead but there is no cooperation amongst the nodes which maximize the 
redundancy and enlarge the consumption of the resources. Random probabilistic 
cache scheme introduced simplicity and low overhead but it does not have any 
content as well as position distinction and it delivers unpredictable nature [65, 66]. 
ProbCache and ProbCache+ aim to tackle the problems related to the inefficient 
usage of the resources in a different way. They share the resources (cache) fairly 
among the contents but these strategies seem to be unable to achieve their goals 
completely [125].  
Both caching strategies introduce a number of parameters that have no content 
distinction and need to set these parameters arbitrarily. Both strategies additionally 
need to update the consumer Interests and contents in the form of TSI and TSB that 
increase the computational cost and memory consumption within all routers. 
Moreover, these caching strategies introduce Ttw by using a special variable that 
also increases the computational cost. In addition, these strategies have no distinction 
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about the cached contents and there is no criterion to handle the frequently Interested 
contents [130]. The hope-based caching was developed to enhance the performance 
of edge caching by pushing the contents near to the consumers and cache it for a 
particular time. ProXCache caching scheme has benefits related to the useful 
information and this mechanism works like a server that prevents the network from 
harm data [28]. It reduces the content redundancy and increases content diversity 
through implementation of proxy positions. Moreover, this machine is capable to 
reduce the caching and eviction operations that minimize the resource consumption 
and increase the usability of popular contents.      
MAGIC was established to reduce bandwidth consumption and stretch (hop 
reduction). Moreover, it also provides a solution for the problems of least recently 
used contents in the different strategies. While caching contents locally, the best 
possible position of caches is required. It was concluded from the existing study that 
there is a basic requirement of a caching strategy that will place the transmitted 
contents at the optimal routers, which will minimize the average cost, usage of 
resources, bandwidth consumption, and manage the cache more efficiently. MAGIC 
demonstrates a high cost and requires more resources to compute the max gain and 
local gain values; consequently, the content retrieval time is increased, and the cache 
hit ratio is reduced.   
HPC introduced a new factor MRT that is used to specify the time to cache a content 
along the path which increases the usage of the resources. Although, mean values do 
not establish any metric in that case if the distribution function of the contents is 
neither normal nor uniform [98]. It also keeps the high level of content redundancy 
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that increases the amount of homogeneous caching operation that results the 
diversity is reduced. Moreover, similar caching operations reduce the hit rate due to 
the small amount of cache space because it does not accommodate the diverse 
number of content. It associates a specific time span to cache all the content during 
their dissemination from the provider to the consumer. The caching duration 
increases with decreasing distance from the desired consumer [65, 66]. Similarly, the 
HPC also improves the homogeneous content replication at multiple locations.  
The MPC was introduced to promote the most downloaded (popular) content. In this 
way, the MPC received a higher cache hit ratio. However, the MPC utilizes extra 
space in the cache because it generates popularity tables for all the contents and 
millions of entries for similar content names and their popularity counts are cached 
in the popularity tables [132]. The MPC generates homogeneous replications of the 
content by caching the same content at all neighbor nodes. If the content provider 
and the consumer are associated with a small-stretch path, the MPC maintains 
diversity at its minimum level because of the multiple redundant caching operations. 
Therefore, the diversity ratio cannot satisfy the efficiency.  
However, if the content becomes popular again, there is no other distinction to stop 
the flooding of similar content in the network, which increases the utility of the 
resource (cache). Moreover, the caching of similar content at multiple locations 
increases the usage of cache storage to manage the popularity table for each content 
name at all routers, which increases the communication and searching overhead that 
is used to decide which popular content will be cached at the neighboring routers; 
moreover, multiple contents indicating the same popularity are also stored within the 
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limited cache size. In addition, the MPC is not focused on the time consumed to 
calculate the popularity of the content. Moreover, there is a lack of criteria in the 
MPC to manage the most recently used content because this content will remain 
unpopular according to the caching nature of MPC.  
CCAC claims to provide content caching services with content routing services. For 
both services, it uses several entities such as CCVi,      , additional FIB,    
(content ranking), and popularity for contents. All these entities execute at all the 
routers separately whenever an Interest is generated, or a Data is transmitted to the 
consumers. In this way, the communication overhead is increased and consequently, 
the cache hit ratio keeps at its minimum level because millions of Interests are 
generated and correspondingly contents are transmitted in a very short interval. 
Moreover, CCAC shows the content redundancy because it distributes cache 
capacity along the data routing path within all nodes and all the contents are 
replicated wherever they found cache space. Similar types of popular contents are 
cached at multiple nodes that decrease the overall diversity ratio.     
The LeafPopDown was proposed to reduce the content redundancy. However, in the 
LeafPopDown strategy, the content caching mechanism increases the number of 
homogeneous content replications, which reduces the amount of cache storage that is 
required to accommodate the large amounts of diverse content. It also increases the 
resource (cache) utilization and bandwidth consumption by caching analogous 
content at different locations. The LeafPoPDown does not define any criterion for 
caching the less-popular content, which increases redundant content at multiple 
locations; thus, the overall content redundancy is maximized. In particular, it 
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decreases the content diversity because it increases the amount of identical content 
within the network cache, which reduces the amount of memory space available for 
less-popular content. Consequently, most of the Interests for less-popular contents 
have to be forwarded to the remote content providers to be satisfied. 
Cho et al. designed WAVE [75] popularity-based caching strategy is designed to 
achieve data distribution in chunks. The objective of the WAVE strategy is the 
efficient distribution of contents as well as reducing the average cache management 
cost. In WAVE strategy, content is cached in the form of chunks on the basis of the 
requirements of a consumer. All the chunks are associated with a relation known as 
inter-chunk relation. The WAVE strategy modifies the number of chunks imparted to 
a cache according to the popularity of the content (the number of Interests received 
by a specific content). The WAVE strategy exponentially increases the number of 
chunks to be cached and gradually forwards the chunks towards the consumers. All 
the routers individually decide whether the received chunk has to be cached or not. 
In this strategy, the upstream routers recommend to its downstream routers to cache 
the coming chunk and this recommendation can be ignored by the router if the cache 
space of the downstream router is full. If the downstream router does not have cache 
space to store the coming chunk, the chunk will be stored at the subsequent 
downstream router. When the content provider receives an Interest for specific 
content or file, it divides the content into chunks to result in the efficient data 
distribution. For instance, the requested content is divided into 50 chunks and the 
provider will send that content in the form of chunks to the consumer. All the chunks 
of content have a specific type of index and the index is used in collaboration with 
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the routers to avoid caching of disorganized chunks because each router individually 
takes the decision regarding the caching operation. Moreover, a cache flag bit (e.g., a 
data packet header) is associated with each chunk for organized data delivery.  
The popularity is measured by taking the sum of Interests received for a particular 
content name and set the threshold to evaluate the next popular contents. The HPC, 
WAVE, CCAC, and MAGIC select the popular content that has received maximum 
number of Interests recently and this maximum number of Interests becomes the 
threshold value. Therefore, only the content is selected as popular that has received 
the maximum number of Interests. However, if a large number of contents are 
located far from the desired consumers and numerous Interests are received for those 
contents, but the popularities of these contents are slightly lower as compared to the 
selected popular content and hence, the contents will not be suggested as popular to 
be cached at intermediate nodes. 
As a result, all the coming Interests for those contents need to traverse several hops 
to find the required contents and thus the overall stretch ratio will be increased. 
However, some popularity-based caching strategies such as MPC and LeafPopDown 
have a very small threshold that increases the redundant caching operations by less 
popular contents and reduces the chance to accommodate the highly popular contents 
near the consumers [65, 66]. Consequently, the cache hit ratio is reduced because 
frequent caching operations are occurred by the less popular contents. Thus, all these 
strategies focus on the popular or most recently interested contents that cannot fulfill 




Table 2.1.  
Caching Strategies contributions and challenges  








 Low overhead 
 
 No popularity distinction  
 No position distinction 
 Favors low-stretch delivery paths 
Cache redundancy on short-stretch 
Priority-based Probabilistic 
Caching 
Reduce the distance 
from the source  Average cost 
 No popularity distinction  
 No position distinction 





 Simplicity Low 
overhead 
 Reduce delay 
 Unwanted cache 
 No popularity distinction  
 No content distinction 
 No position distinction 
 Unpredictable random nature 
ProbCache 
Fair allocation of 
capacity resources 
on a delivery path 
among contents 
 Fair allocation of 
capacity resources 
 No popularity distinction  
 Update of content request/content 
reply packets 
 Unfair allocation of cache capacity 
 (an unfulfilled goal) 
 Arbitrary definition of parameters 
ProbCache+ 
Fair allocation of 
capacity resources 
on a delivery path 
among contents 
 Fair allocation of 
capacity resources 
 No popularity distinction 
 No content distinction 
 Update of content request/content 
reply packets (computational 
overhead) 
 Arbitrary definition of parameters 
ProXCache Deploy proxy router  Less redundancy  
 No popularity distinction  
 No content distinction 







 Low bandwidth 
 Less memory 
consumption 
 High threshold value  
 High delay 
 Low cache hit ratio 





consumer for a 
particular time span 
 High cache hit ratio 
 Short stretch ratio 
 High threshold value 
 High redundancy ratio 
 Less diversity ratio 
 High bandwidth 
 High memory consumption 
Most Popular Cache 
Cache popular 
content along the 
data routing path 
 High cache hit ratio 
 Low stretch ratio 
 Low threshold value 
 High redundancy ratio 
 Less diversity ratio 
 High replication of same content 
memory 




content along the 
data routing path 
 Low bandwidth 
 Short stretch 
 High threshold value 
 High redundancy ratio 
 Less diversity ratio 
 High replication of same content 
memory 
 Less hit ratio 
LeafPopDown Cache 
Cache popular 




 High cache hit ratio 
 Short stretch ratio 
 Low threshold value 
 Less diversity ratio 
 High redundancy ratio 





content at all nodes  Chunk level caching 
 High threshold value 
 Less diversity ratio 
 High redundancy  
 Less stretch ratio 




least popular contents that caused multiple homogeneous contents’ replications along 
the publisher-subscriber path. Consequently, the overall caching performance is 
reduced in terms of caching hit ratio, stretch ratio, content redundancy, and diversity 
ratio. Therefore, all these strategies focus on the most popular or most recently 
interested content that cannot fulfill the caching requirements for less popular 
contents. Consequently, the overall caching performance is disturbed in terms of 
caching hit ratio, stretch, redundancy, and diversity. 
After the critical analysis of the state of the art caching strategies, a new dynamic 
popularity-based cache deployment strategy that will enhance the threshold value as 
well as the content caching positions along the publish-subscribe path. As a result, 
the overall caching performance will be improver in terms to get efficient cache hit 
ratio, content redundancy, content diversity, and stretch ratio. However, the proposed 
caching mechanism in this study is more flexible to handle these issues of caching. 
The proposed caching strategy not only prefers the most frequently interested 
content but also handles the less popular contents to increase the overall caching 
performance.  
2.5 Summary  
In this chapter, the NDN architecture is explained. NDN caching obtained great 
attention from the NDN research community. The research community is analyzed 
that the cache management is a difficult task because the implementation of caching 
is a critical issue. The main issue is how we can use the cache of a router in a more 
efficient and well-organized manner. This issue occurs due to inefficient distribution 
of information. Therefore, a number of deployment strategies are recently built for 
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NDN to make distribution of information in a well-organized approach. Many 
deployment strategies are explained to understand the literature and related study. 
All these strategies are still facing some critical issues. Therefore, effective caching 
still needs to implement an efficient cache deployment strategy to achieve maximum 
efficiency. Therefore, a new dynamic popularity based caching strategy is proposed 
after taking the critical analysis of the earlier caching strategies to enhance the 






This chapter will present the complete information about the design of the proposed 
strategy to manage the cache of Named Data Networking (NDN). According to 
different requirements, a number of deployment strategies have recently been 
proposed using diverse caching natures such as; according to cache availability, 
cache capacity, and content popularity. The aim of this research is to design a 
content deployment strategy for NDN named as Compound Popular Content 
Caching Strategy (CPCCS). It is used to store disseminated contents with router’s 
cache during their transmission from provider to consumers. However, the CPCCS 
approach increases the availability of cache to accommodate desired contents to 
provide a fast delivery service as compared to the existing caching strategies. As 
such, it requires a methodology to understand each step to achieve the proposed 
objectives. As a result, this study adopts the Design Research Methodology (DRM) 
to introduce the main stages of research according to the nature of DRM. 
The chapter starts with the overall research approach as presented in Section 3.1. 
Section 3.2 introduces the first stage of DRM named Research Clarification (RC) 
that discusses the purposes of the RC stage, methods to support this stage and the 
main deliverables. Furthermore, section 3.3 describes the second stage as Descriptive 
Study-I (DS-I) that presents the particular steps to obtain the efficient understanding 
of the present situation, designs a reference model and proposes a conceptual model 
for proposed strategy (CPCCS). Section 3.4 highlights the methods adopted in 
designing the proposed CPCCS mechanism in line with the third stage of DRM, 
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named and this stage named as Prescriptive Study (PS). Section 3.5 is associated 
with the fourth stage of DRM named as Descriptive Study-II (DS-II) in which, 
methods for performance evaluation and its metrics are discussed. Finally, the 
chapter is summarized in section 3.6. 
3.1 Research Approach  
The aim of this research is to design a cache deployment strategy to enhance NDN 
cache performance in terms of the cache hit ratio, content diversity, stretch ratio, and 
content redundancy as well as improve the efficiency of the data transmission and it 
will be implemented by considering the other content deployment strategies of NDN. 
This demands a careful mapping between effective management of cache to place an 
efficient distribution of contents to reduce the server load along with low response 
time. 
In order to select a suitable method, DRM provides diverse methods and 
combination of methods for research. Moreover, it offers step by step guidelines for 
difficult research and provides systematic planning. DRM consists of four stages as; 
 Research Clarification (RC) 
 Descriptive Study-I (DS-I) 
 Prescriptive Study (PS) 
 Descriptive Study-II (DS-II) 
The DRM stages are described in the following sections. Figure 3.1 illustrates the 
methods and framework of DRM in which, the links between the stages show the 
methods that are used to achieve deliverables. Moreover, light demonstrates the 
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Figure 3.1. Research Approach (Adopted from [133]) 
 
3.2 Research Clarification  
Research Clarification (RC) provides comprehensive detail to clarify the objectives 
of the current study. Such as; the aim of this study is to design a cache deployment 
strategy for NDN to reduce the distance from the subscriber to the available source. 
Moreover, the proposed strategy decreases the content redundancy and enhances the 
diversity ratio along the data routing path by the implementation of compound 
content selection mechanism. In addition, it increases the cache hit ratio through 
caching the content close to the consumers. Stepwise explanation of Design 




Figure 3.2. Research Clarification (RC) (Adopted from [133]) 
 
 
It is concluded that all the steps of DRM should complement one another in order to 
achieve better and reliable outcomes for the research problem. Research clarification 
(RC) is the first phase of DRM that describes the overall research plan in which; the 
research gap is identified after getting a review of the literature. Moreover, RC is 
used to clarify the basic objective of this research (develop a cache deployment 
strategy).  
More specifically, this stage focuses on research motivations as well as research 
questions and objectives for the proposed caching strategy are designed. At the end 
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of this stage, the researchers create a plan in which the scope of the current study is 
defined. For example, the present research falls within the on-path caching module 
of NDN. RC covers the whole first chapter for the present study. Therefore, the 
research will proceed to the next phase if the overall research is acceptable. Figure 
3.2 illustrates the overall process of RC phase.  
3.3 Descriptive Study-I (DS-I) 
As the procedure of RC (expresses the whole research plan) is complete, the research 
gets transferred to the next stage which is termed as Descriptive Study-I (DS-I). The 
DS-I is used to understand the present condition of the research in-depth and it 
implicates a critical literature review of the research area as well as experimental 
studies. During the development of this research, a comprehensive review in NDN 
area has recently been deliberated [134] through various experimental studies of 
NDN existing strategies which critically discussed the issues under discussion to 
increase the understanding of the previous techniques. DS-I has five sub-stages with 
many repetitions as explained in Figure 3.3. 
The descriptive study is consisting of five stages in which the literature review is 
explained about the related existing NDN caching strategies. It also defines the focus 
of the research that is related to the cache deployment strategy. According to the 
present research, the critical review is conducted of existing caching strategies in 
DS-I stage. Moreover, the research questions and objectives are refined and the 




Figure 3.3. Descriptive Study-I (DS-I) (Adopted from [133]) 
 
 
3.3.1 Conceptual Model of Compound Popular Content Caching Strategy 
(CPCCS)  
NDN research approaches need to be verified and validated on a widely used 
platform (simulation environment). In previous studies [104, 105, 122] it was 
observed that the ideal structure of the network could affect the overall performance 
of the network. Cache management is an optimal feature of content centrism, and 
several researchers have focused on diverse methods of managing disseminated 
content in networks. Recently, several content caching mechanisms have been 
developed to increase the efficiency of in-network caching by managing the 
transmitted content regarding the diverse nature of caching approaches. However, in 
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existing caching mechanisms, several problems related to the multiple replications of 
heterogeneous content persist increasing memory wastage. To actualize the basic 
concept of the NDN cache, content caching mechanisms need to implement the 
optimal objectives and overcome the issues in the data dissemination process [107]. 
Consequently, in this study, a new flexible mechanism for content caching has been 
designed to improve the overall caching performance [59].  
This section provides a complete description of the proposed content caching 
mechanism, which is divided into the three phases: In the first phase, the Optimal 
Popular Content (OPC) is selected by calculating the total number of received 
Interests for a particular content name. All nodes calculate the number of received 
Interests for each content using the PIT record and categorize the content into the 
Optimal Popular Content (OPC) (the content that received most of the consumer 
Interests) and the Least Popular Content (LPC) (the content that received least 
consumer Interests) based on the threshold value. The threshold value is the average 
of the total number of received Interests for all content, and it is changed whenever a 
new Interest is generated. Therefore, the threshold value shows the average of the 
total received Interests for all content. 
If the number of received Interests for a particular content name is greater than the 
average of the total number of received Interests for all content, the content is 
considered to have a high level of interest. Let’s assume that the sum of the received 
Interests for all content is 40, in which 13 and 8 Interests are received for content C1 




Figure 3.4. Selection of Optimal and Least popular contents 
 
 
Measure the average of all received Interests, the threshold value is obtained as 
threshold = 4. Therefore, the content C1 and content C5 suggested as OPC because 
both contents have received more Interests              than the threshold 
(           ) as shown by Table 2 in Figure 3.5. Meanwhile, if the total number 
of received Interests for content is less than the average of the total number of 




Figure 3.5. Selection of OPC and LPC  
 
 
According to the content selection algorithm, all the remaining contents are sorted in 
ascending order regarding their Interest count (illustrated by Table 3 in Figure 3.5) 
and then one-fourth of the total number of contents are selected as LPC as given by 
Table 4 in Figure 3.5. Therefore, content C3 and content C8 are selected as LPC 
because both contents were received more Interests than remaining contents sorted in 
Table 3. Thus, diverse contents are selected to increase the cache hit ratio. Let’s 
suppose that the total number of contents is 8 in the sorted content list, and then, only 
2 contents will be selected as LPC as shown in Figure 3.5. Figure 3.4 (Flowchart 
Selection of Optimal and Least popular contents) illustrates the content selection 
mechanism of the OPC and LPC. 
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The second phase is related to the caching decision about the transmitted content. 
Information, such as the number of hops, the path distance (from the provider to the 
consumer), and the location (for caching the transmitted content), are required to 
cache the content at the intermediate nodes. In this proposed caching mechanism, the 
number of incoming and outgoing paths is calculated for each node to find the 
mutual node whenever the content is disseminated from the provider to the 
consumers. Let’s assume that a consumer sends an Interest to the network. However, 
the cache is empty at the nodes along the path toward the consumer. According to 
the general NDN practice, the Interest needs to traverse until it matches the required 
data at the provider’s node.  
Therefore, the corresponding content is transported through the back path from the 
provider to the consumer. Furthermore, the copy of the OPC is cached at the all 
mutually connected nodes of the data routing path before the consumer to reduce the 
computational overhead and the high cost of the coordination of subsequent Interests 
and the caching state of the mutual node is shared with its neighbor nodes via a 
broadcast message to inform them about the location of the OPC. Figure 3.6 
illustrates the selection mechanism for mutual node. However, the mutual positions 
of caching have promised better cache efficiency because most of the Interests are 
satisfied there. 
Although no criteria were defined in earlier caching strategies to handle LPC, the 
proposed content caching mechanism defines a special criterion for caching to 
increase content dissemination efficiency and it increases the availability of diverse 




Figure 3.6. Mutual Node Selection  
 
 
In the proposed mechanism, LPC is cached only at one mutual node that is placed 
near the consumers. To avoid the unnecessary usage of the cache, the LPC content 
caches only at one node because there is less chance to regenerate the Interests for 
LPC. Hence, most of the cache is used to accommodate the OPC. 
In the third phase, to avoid the unnecessary usage of cache storage, all replicas are 
available for a specific duration; after completion of the content-caching period, they 
are deleted. In this mechanism, the content life-span is dynamically changed based 
on the cache storage available. If the cache storage is increased, the life-span will 
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automatically be increased for all cached content. However, if the node has less 
storage, the content life-span will be decreased.  
  
Figure 3.7. Caching mechanism of Optimal and Least popular Contents 
 
 
To accommodate newly arriving content, CPCCS adopts the Least Recently Used 
(LRU) content replacement policy to evict old content from the cache after its 
lifespan expires. For example, if a node has large cache storage, CPCCS would 
select five seconds as the content life-span, meaning that, the content would be 
deleted after five seconds of cached time. However, if a node has less available 
storage, the content life-span would be decreased. 
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Figure 3.7 illustrates the basic content caching mechanism in CPCCS. In the given 
scenario, content provider P publishes content C1 and content C2 in a network. The 
content is initially cached at node N10. After a while, node N10 receives four 
Interests from consumers A, B, and C. To respond the consumers’ Interests, node 
N10 becomes a provider and sends content C1 to consumers A, B, and C.   
In Figure 3.7, the consumer’s Interests are indicated by dotted line arrows. The solid-
line arrows indicate the responses from the provider. Simultaneously, two Interests 
for content C2 are received from consumer D and consumer E at node N10. In 
response, N10 sends content C2 to consumer D and consumer E. According to the 
proposed caching mechanism, the total number of received Interests for content C1 
is 6. Subsequently, content C1 is selected as OPC because it has an extra Interest 
over the average of the total number of interests received for both content C1 and 
content C2. Therefore, the caching operations during the transmission of content C1 
as OPC are done at mutually connected nodes N4 and N6 because both Node N4 and 
N6 are mutually connected with interested consumers as A, B and C. Therefore, the 
subsequent Interests from consumer A, B and C will satisfy from these mutually 
connected nodes (N4 and N6). Secondly, the content C2 is selected as the LPC 
content because it has fewer Interests than the average of the total number of 
received Interests for content C1 and content C2 at provider node N10. Therefore, 
content C2 will only be cached at one mutual node as N11 that indicating lest 
distance from the interested consumers D and E as shown in Figure 3.7.   
Through this way, the following goals are achieved: the content redundancy and 
content diversity are improved by increasing the caching of heterogeneous content, 
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the stretch is kept at a minimum, and in turn, the cache hit ratio is increased by 
caching the content near the consumer. 
3.4 Prescriptive Study (PS) 
It refers to the design of the proposed CPCCS strategy. With the end goal of this 
research, systematic demonstration and reproduction process proposed are being 
employed [134]. 
 
Figure 3.8. Prescriptive Study (PS) (Adopted from [135]) 
 
 
Figure 3.8 demonstrates a square outline depicting the primary studies of the 
prescriptive stage as indicated by this examination marvel. The first step in this stage 
is referred to as the proposed strategy (convention) to display. The second and third 
steps of the given diagram display the improvement which incorporates issues of 
analysis, objectives, and investigation of the related theories. Besides, it consumes 
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much time as it includes making conventions and presenting the model's 
complications in a simplified manner. Step 4 and 5 demonstrate model employment 
and it depends particularly on the decision of the simulation environment. As a final 
point, detailed acceptance will be covered along with the accompanying subsections. 
The deliverables of the PS stage are: 
• Chapter Four and Five 
• Design and implementation of CPCCS mechanisms 
• Validation of the CPCCS mechanisms  
The PS is the main stage in DRM, as it includes the design of the CPCCS 
mechanisms. For the purpose of this research, network modeling and simulation 
process proposed by Guizani et al. are being followed [134]. 
3.4.1 Verification and Validation  
It is necessary to verify and validate the proposed study using some tools 
(simulators) to make it acceptable. Therefore, in this study, the purposed CPCCS 
needs to be verified. The verification is a conversion of the purposed model to 
another form satisfactorily to maintain a specific level of accuracy. It may be said 
that the verification of the proposed model is being used to estimate the accuracy 
after the execution of the proposed model by using some tools or simulator [136, 
137]. First, the model represents the form of flowcharts to make it easily 
understandable. The flowcharts help to make basic algorithms in the right flow. The 
verification process will be done through simulation. Simulation is a computer 
process which is used to calculate the accuracy of the proposed model. It is written in 
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the form of algorithms or pseudo code using any computer language as well as a 
tool. For example, python language is selected for this study which is requiring 
SocialCCNSim-Master simulator to simulate the Code of CPCCS. Moreover, it is 
necessary to be verifying all mechanisms (proposed models) through simulation to 
make sure that the whole model is coded appropriately and free of errors. The 
depiction of the proposed mechanism can be verified but the validation is referred to 
the deployment of proposed caching strategy [138]. 
The term Verification is related to the static practice to verifying algorithms pseudo-
codes. However, the term Validation is related to dynamic mechanism to validate 
and test the genuine implementation. Validation is the procedure to check as to 
whether the product meets the requirements and expectations. Validation of the 
proposed model is defined as “the justification of proposed model inside its specific 
domain [138].  
The model validation can also be explained as the “authentication of the 
programmed model inside its domain of acceptable range of correctness”. Validation 
gives proof that the model will meet future necessities. Simply, it can be said that the 
verification is related to the functional correctness (proof of correctness) of the 
proposed model that intends to check the correctness of the proposed mechanism. 
The validation is related to the correctness of actual implementation that fulfills all 
the proposed requirements. 
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3.5 Descriptive Study-II (DS-II) 
The DS-II motivates the evaluation of the designed model and mechanisms. 
Performance evaluation is the most important part to evaluate any research. In fact, 
this path provides diverse techniques and platforms to evaluate the proposed work. 
This will be attained using the third objective. Therefore the performance of the 
CPCCS Caching strategy will evaluate using the conceptual model of this research to 
develop a simulation environment and compare its functionality and usability with 
other NDN-based caching strategies. 
3.5.1 Simulation 
Simulation procedures are broadly used to represent the actual behaviors of a system. 
Simulation is a machine-based application that is run on computers using particular 
software that requires computer programs. By using the simulation setup, it is 
possible to analyze the performance of the strategies in the controllable, scalable and 
repeatable manner [139]. For the current research, simulations will perform to 
evaluate the performance evaluation. From the recent studies, ICARUS [140] is 
known as a predominant simulator that is only developed for caching of NDN. 
Conversely, other NDN simulators like SocialCCNsim [102] and ndnSIM [141] are 
also available to evaluate the performance of NDN caching. Therefore, the base of 
the current research, a simulation setup is constructed to evaluate the performance 
evaluation and validation of the CPCCS caching strategy. Thus, SocialCCNSim-
Master simulator is selected proposed by Cesar Bernardini [102] to evaluate the 
performance of the current study. 
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3.5.1.1 Simulation Setup  
Simulation process can be segregated into a number of stages that are used to 
measure the performance in a disciplined way [142]. These stages are divided into 





Figure 3.9. Simulation Steps (Adopted from [143]) 
 
 
The given figure is divided into two groups of stages; each group has its four steps 
defined by Hassan and Jain. These steps illustrate the problem-solving in a well-
organized manner, for example, how to select a specific problem, how to make a 
perfect model as well as the parameters according to the selected design, how to 
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select the appropriate metrics to calculate the performance and how to select the 
variable parameters. Finally, the model will enter into the simulation environment. In 
the execution phase, it is explained how to construct models for simulation, how to 
configure the simulation process, how to simulate the selected model and how to 
present the results which are received after completing the simulation process. 
3.5.1.2 Simulation Scenario 
NDN research approaches need to be verified and validated on a widely used 
platform (simulation environment). In previous studies [104, 105, 122] it was 
observed that the ideal structure of the network could affect the overall performance 
of the network. Cache management is an optimal feature of content centrism, and 
many researchers have focused on the diverse methods of managing disseminated 
content in networks. Recently, several content caching mechanisms have been 
developed to increase the efficiency of in-network caching by managing the 
transmitted content according to the diverse nature of their caching approaches. 
However, in existing caching mechanisms, several problems related to the multiple 
replications of homogeneous content persist increasing memory wastage. 
To evaluate the proposed content caching mechanism CPCCS, it is necessary to 
compare its attributes with analogous ones in earlier mechanisms [60, 102]. 
Therefore, the SocialCCNSim-Master simulator [144] is selected for the present 
study as the simulation environment for the performance comparison. 
SocialCCNSim-Master was specially designed to identify the performance of NDN 
caching and it is widely used to evaluate the several ICN and NDN based caching 
studies that were published in well-known and high ranked journals such as IEEE 
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communications surveys and tutorials and other [38, 72, 103, 144-148]. It takes data 
traffic from the Facebook social network topology, which is associated with 4,039 
users who each have 44 relationships, and 88,234 friends. SocialCCNSim-Master 
supports five ISP-level topologies (i.e., GEANT, Abilene, DTelekom, Tree, and 
Tiger). For the present research GEANT, DTelekom, Tiger, and Abilene, topologies 
are selected. The reason is that GRANT was developed especially for research, 
education, and innovation communities across the globe. It is pan European network 
that is used to interconnect Europe’s National and Education Networks (NRENs). 
GEANT has the ability to connect more than 50 million consumers at 10,000 
organizations. Moreover, GEANT provides high bandwidth and secure high capacity 
(50,000km) network with an increasing range of services that allow the researchers 
to cooperate with one another wherever they are located. GEANT has 22 nodes 
contented to each other. The objective of the GEANT topology is to transfer large 
amounts of data across the nodes. Its structure is perfect for testing and comparing 
our simulation and observing the efficacy of CPCCS.  
On the other hand, Abilene formed a high-speed backbone by deploying cutting edge 
technologies not yet generally available on the scale of a national network backbone. 
Abilene was a private network used for education and research but was not entirely 
isolated, since its members usually provide alternative access to many of their 
resources through the public Internet. Sometimes it referred to Intetnet2 network 
topology. Abilene topology was designed with the sole object of transferring large 
size data across nodes. Its building was ideal to test and compare our simulation 
parameters to record the cache-hits and observe the efficacy of our cache 
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managements. Abilene heterogeneous nature depicts eleven (11) station sites as 
nodes. Its hierarchical structure provides the flexible neighbor composition needed to 
test NDN cache deployment strategies. GEANT and Tiger topologies have 22 nodes 
and DTelekom consist of 68 nodes contented to each other. This forms the basis of 
our topology selection to test the performance of the strategy for the heterogeneous 
Internet. To avoid unnecessary cache usage, the Least Replacement Policy (LRU) is 
used to replace the old content with the new. LRU is considered the most efficient 
content replacement policy because of its flexible structure and high performance.  
3.5.2 Performance Metrics  
How each node makes a caching decision is a major problem in on-path caching that 
impacts the performance of the content delivery process. For example, popular 
content needs to be cached at the node where it will be demanded next [149]. The 
information content can be cached opportunistically at the delivery path for the 
consequent Interests [64]. The efficiency of caching is dependent on different types 
of performance metrics that are necessary to improve the content caching strategy by 
considering the cache size, which is small compared to the communicating data 
content. Therefore, some essential performance metrics are included in this study to 
critically compare NDN caching strategies and determined which show the optimal 
performance. Metrics were used to test the effectiveness of cache management 
strategies. For the present study four well-known metrics content diversity, cache hit 
ratio, redundancy, and stretch were selected to compare the performance of the 
proposed caching strategy. Some of the performance analysis of NDN caching is 
shown in Figure 3.10. 
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3.5.2.1 Content Diversity  
This defines the number and rate of caching distinct content in the heterogeneous 
network or the ratio of how different sets of content accumulate in the network 
cache. The resulting rate is computed to mitigate high information replication [106]. 
Diversity defines the performance of cache replication. It provides and computes the 
ratio of distinctly stored unique sets of content in the cache-able devices.   
3.5.2.2 Content Redundancy  
Content redundancy is a significant metric to assess homogeneous data 
dissemination in CCN. In CCN, redundancy is the number of content copies cached 
at more than one location in the network with fewer referrals or less unsubscribing 
[150]. Redundancy is therefore presented for each network setup and accordingly 
during Interest and content dissemination. 
3.5.2.3 Cache Hit Ratio 
The cache hit ratio is the portion of content Interests satisfied by caches that are 
implemented within the network. Several studies in the database and networking 
domain have emphasized the performance of the network by improving the cache-hit 
ratio. This metric shows the potential of the caching strategy to moderate the amount 
of redundant content. 
3.5.2.4 Stretch Ratio 
Stretch refers to the number of hops (routers) that need to be covered by a 
consumer’s Interest between the content provider (where the hit occurs) and the 
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consumer. Whenever the consumer sends an Interest for some content, the Interest 
needs to be covered by a number of hops to reach the source for the required content. 
While the Interest can find a copy of the required content from any of the routers that 
appear on the path, sometimes it has to go to the main content provider server, which 
increases the average cost. Therefore, each caching strategy tries to reduce the 
maximum number of hops between providers and consumers. 
3.6 Research Steps 
With the purpose to fulfill the objectives of this research following steps are needed 
to be followed:  
1. Conduct a survey of existing probabilistic and popularity-based caching 
mechanisms termed as cache deployment and content placement strategies to 
identify the critical issues.  
2. Conduct a critical analysis of popularity-based caching strategies to find the 
difficulties due to the static threshold. 
3. Analyze the popularity-based content placement strategy to find the ideal 
positions for the caching of least and optimal popular contents.   
4. Design a content selection mechanism according to the Interests frequency by 
enhancing the dynamic threshold and differentiate the optimal and least 
popular contents. 
5. Design a position selection mechanism in order to optimize the content store of 
a network node for least and optimal popular contents. 
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6. The proposed strategy is extensively and comparatively studied with other 
popularity-based caching strategies in a simulation environment to investigate 
the strength and weaknesses of the proposed caching strategy. 
3.7 Summary  
This chapter explained in detail the research approach to make sure that the research 
goals are materialized. This part of the research deliberates on developing a content 
deployment strategy for NDN cache management. In this chapter, the whole research 
is divided into four main parts that were outlined with DRM. The first part is the 
Research Clarification (RC) phase that is used to explain the initial idea of the 
current research. The purpose of using RC is to recognize and improve a research 
problem, research questions, and research objectives. Therefore, both objectives and 
questions practically and academically have to be meaningful and genuine. The 
second part of this research is Descriptive Study-I (DS-I) phase. It deliberates the 
basic steps to achieve an appropriate understanding of the present condition as it 
helps to design a reference model by recommending the conceptual model. In this 
chapter, the third part Prescriptive Study (PS) has been used to examine the already 
existing methods in designing the proposed strategy. The last part is a DS-II which 
emphases the evaluation of the proposed strategy and it is purely related to achieving 
the third objective. The implementation of this proposed research will be explained 






COMPOUND POPULAR CONTENT CACHING STRATEGY 
4.1  Introduction  
NDN research approaches need to be verified and validated on a widely used 
platform (e.g., simulation environment). In previous studies [104, 105, 122] it was 
observed that the ideal structure of the network could affect the overall performance 
of the network. Cache management is an optimal feature of content centrism, and 
many researchers have focused on the diverse methods of managing disseminated 
content in networks. Recently, several content caching mechanisms have been 
developed to increase the efficiency of in-network caching by managing the 
transmitted content according to the diverse nature of caching approaches. However, 
in existing caching mechanisms, several problems related to the multiple replications 
of heterogeneous content persist increasing memory wastage. Therefore, to actualize 
the basic concept of the NDN cache, content caching mechanisms must implement 
the optimal NDN objectives and overcome the issues in the data dissemination 
process faced by the recent mechanisms [107]. Consequently, in this study, a new 
flexible mechanism for content caching has been designed to improve the overall 
caching performance. 
In this chapter, a proposed content selection mechanism pronounced as Compound 
Popular Content Selection (CPCS) mechanism is designed to increase the number of 
diverse contents along the data delivery path and reduce the number of redundant 
content replications. In addition, the CPCCS strategy is extensively and 
comparatively studied with other NDN-based caching strategies such as, Hop-based 
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Probabilistic Caching (HPC), Most Popular Cache (MPC), LeafPopDown, MAx-
Gain In-network Caching (MAGIC), Cache Capacity Aware Caching (CCAC), and 
Popularity-Driven Coordinating Caching (PDCC), through simulations. 
4.2 Content Placement Concept    
Cache management is very important because on-path caching cannot generate 
efficient results. Cache-less networks can produce efficient results. The management 
of the cache depends on how the cache is deployed and managed by the network. 
The effective management of the cache demonstrates a mechanism that places a copy 
of the transmitted content into the network caching system efficiently [14]. This 
mechanism reduces the server load and latency of subsequent requests. Further, it 
increases the cache hit rate and availability of data [15]. Therefore, the intention of 
on-path caching is to reduce the usage of the resources of the Internet. For this 
purpose, on-path caching delivers several cache management strategies that help in 
overcoming the data transmission problems such as heterogeneous content 
placement, cache hit ratio, content redundancy, and path length between the 
publisher and the consumer. The management of the cache depends on how the 
cache is deployed and managed by the network. The effective management of cache 
demonstrates a mechanism that places a copy of the transmitted content into the 
network caching system efficiently [14]. Therefore, the intention of on-path caching 
is to reduce the usage of the resources of the Internet [15].  
For the efficient caching distribution, several popularity-based content placement 
strategies were proposed. Thus, a number of diverse types of cache management 
strategies such as; MAx-Gain In-network Caching (MAGIC) [73], WAVE 
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Popularity-based Caching Strategy, Hop-based Probabilistic Caching (HPC), 
LeafPopDown, Most Popular Cache (MPC), and Cache Capacity Aware Caching 
(CCAC) are explained in previous chapters. 
To define optimal popularity-based caching strategy, it needs to find the content’s 
popularity by calculating the total received Interests for a particular content then find 
the location for caching the popular content. After caching of popular content an age 
(time span) is associates to each content after which the content will be deleted 
automatically for the accommodation of new coming contents. Moreover, it is 
necessary to consider the available cache storage and cost in terms of distance from 
the consumers to the node selected for caching to fulfill the subsequent requirements.   
Usually, the Graph is used shows the relationship between objects [151]. In this 
context, the graphs are made up of nodes, vertices or points which are connected by 
arcs, lines, and links that cite as edges [152].  
Generally, graphs are divided into an undirected and directed graph. In undirected 
graphs, the edges or links have no directions between two vertices and the directed 
graphs have directions between two vertices [153]. In networking, the graph is 
broadly used to construct to understand the network structure [154]. The graph is 
largely used in NDN-based applications because it is most appropriate to express the 
NDN-based caching architectures [155]. In the graph, the connections among the 
midpoints edges and nodes are found to show the caching of NDN. An undirected 
graph        shows the network connectivity in which V = {v1, v2….,vn} is the set 
of nodes and E = {e1, e2,…., en} shows the set of edges as communication paths 
among the network nodes.  
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Suppose, there exist NDN-based graph and a large number of consumers are 
connected with several nodes in a network [155]. Some consumers are hierarchically 
connected and some nodes are inherent. To describe the basic concept of NDN 
Caching, assume that NDN environment represented in the form of undirected graph 
       in which   {  |       is the set of vertices and   {  |            
         are respective connectors that connects the different network nodes and 
    and    are the index sets of vertices and edges.   
Assume that all the contents having uniform size as D = {d} where d is the smallest 
chunk of content in the network. In order to cache content during its transmission 
from provider to consumer, it is essential to have the information about the content’s 
availability and its popularity with respect to time because either the popularity is 
increasing or decreasing as the changing in time. Moreover, the location also affects 
the content’s popularity because many consumers can download content if it is 
cached at the central position rather than content cached at edge position. However, 
the content availability, popularity and the consumer’s demands for cached contents 
can be achieved using the past data dissemination information of a network. 
Therefore, a network node can calculate the content availability and popularity from 
the past information of cached content.  
Therefore, the availability of a content x   X cached at a network node v   V can be 
achieved by the following equation 4.1: 
 
                                                  
                                                                          (4.1)      
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where   shows the availability of content   cached at   and   is the time span during 
the content x is available at node v. On the other hand, the availability of content will 
be zero if content x is not cached at node v with respect to time   given by the 
equation 4.1. 
 According to the caching requirements for a specific content x, we select Cx which 
shows the number of chunks cached at a network node because multiple chunks 
related to different content can be found at a node. However, the content size can be 
defined as         and therefore we can calculate the total size of all content 
cached at node v will be represented in equation 4.2: 
 
                                                              
                                                                (4.2) 
 
The equation 4.2 shows that the amount of all content sizes possibly cached at node 
v. Therefore, the transmitted contents can be cached at intermediate nodes to perform 
subsequent content’s transmissions as the new request for cached content is arrived. 
4.2.1  Content’s Popularity  
The popularity of contents in a network can be defined through probability matrix 
and it can be calculated for the current scenario as in given in equation 4.3: 
 
                                                           
  
    
  




The equation shows the probability of consumer Interests at a for content x with 
respect to time t.        represents the number of received Interests at node v for 
content x in time t and     shows the total number of received Interests for all the 
contents at node v. It is important to consider that the content’s popularity is used to 
calculate by taking the sum of all the Interests for individual content or it can be 
calculated through the frequency of Interests for a particular content name.  
4.2.2 Selection of Popular Content  
For efficient content caching, it is necessary to find the relation between received 
Interests and cached content. Content is considered as popular if the frequency of 
Interests increases for a particular content because the nodes continuously receive 
consumer’s Interests for cached content. Therefore, it is necessary to find the 
relationship between cached content and the node because all the nodes have 
different impacts on received Interests and content delivery according to their 
locations in the network. Therefore, the Interest frequency can be calculated by using 
the following equation 4.4: 
 
                                                           
        
    
  
                                                          (4.4)                                        
   
Where the        represents the total number of Interests responses from node v by 
sending content x to the desired consumers in specific time span t and     shows the 
total number of responses to the overall received Interests for all the contents cached 
at node v.  
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4.2.3 Interest’s Validity 
We assume that each cached content associated with a specific time span after which 
it will delete from the cache to accommodate the new content. Therefore, we 
consider this time as content’s validity in which the number of consumer’s Interests 
are satisfied thus it is called Time of Validity (ToV). The ToV is different for all the 
content and it varies based on the received Interests. If the content is continuously 
receiving Interests, the content’s validity will increase. It can be defined as for each 
received Interest the content’s validity is increased at node v and hence the average 
lifespan for particular content is specified by the consumers’ Interests. Therefore, it 
makes the node enable to take the decision whether the cached content is still 
requested by the consumers or not.  
On the other hand, if a content is not demanded by the consumers, it needed to be 
evicted to make room for the accommodation of new contents. Thus, the contents’ 
validity helps to identify the usage of cached contents and it is significant to avoid 
the unnecessary usage of the in-network cache. To improve the quality of caching 
services the content replacement policies is used for the eviction of unnecessary 
cached contents. Consider   
   is the time in which the consumers' Interests for 
content x are satisfied from network node v and the    represents final Interest for 
content x is satisfied. Thus, the average validity time span for content x can be 
represented as   
   .    
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4.2.4 Content’s Validity  
Like Interest’s validity, the content’s validity is considered as most significant for 
the improvement of NDN caching performance:  
 
                                                            
 (t) =   
    
   
                                                   (4.5) 
 
δ   [0, 1] is the adjustable parameter that is used to adjust the exponential decay.  
The validity for all the contents is different because their arriving time can be 
different or some contents are most popular and receiving the consumer’s Interests 
continuously rather than those have been downloaded for a short time span. 
Let’s assume    shows the current time interval that can be less or rater than the time 
interval at which the content x was last responded   
   and the average Interest 
validity time span. According to this decay, a network node can decide for how long 
content can be cached at a node and the value of this decay is different for divers’ 
replacement policies. Therefore, the value of decay will be change according to the 
selected replacement policy. The reason is that, if a content receiving consumers’ 
Interests continuously, the content’s validity will be increased because the validity 
will be reinitiated for those contents that are selected as most interested again. On the 
other hand, if the average Interests validity is expired, the content will be evicted 
from the node because the content’s validity follows the exponential decay as the 
consumers’ Interests decreases for cached content. 
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4.2.5 Eligibility  
The caching mechanism considered content’s availability and its popularity for the 
selection of most interested content to be cached close to the consumers. Therefore, 
it is significant to determine the relationship between contents’ availability and its 
popularity. As it is already mentioned in the above equations, the contents’ validity 
is    and its popularity is    while     shows the availability of content x at node v 
and     is the frequency of Interests satisfied by the content x at node v. Therefore, 
the availability of content x at node v and the popularity of content x can be 
calculated using equation 4.6:  
 
                                                                                                       (4.6) 
 
Where α parameter shows the popular content x is available at node v or not. The 
first part of the equation shows the popular content is cached or not at node v while 
the second part represents the content is already available at node v.        
The equation considered both popularity and availability to find the eligibility of 
content x.     shows the validity of content x at node v while    represents 
consumers’ Interests probability (popularity) for content x and     shows the 
frequency of received consumers’ Interests for content x at node v. Therefore, 
equation 4 shows the contents’ availability is proportional to the consumers' Interests 
for a specific content x. Thus, the     shows the relation that allows a network node v 
to take the decision for the caching of content x while considering its availability and 
popularity according to the receiving consumers’ Interests frequency. Moreover, the 
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equation considered content popularity as well as content recency. In order to avoid 
the unnecessary computation for content eligibility, (content x is not cached at node 
v) the second part of the equation is assigned to zero. 
4.2.6 Usage of cache node  
The usage of a network node depends on its position. Usually, the NDN network 
node is associated with cache storage that is used to provide memory for content 
caching. Therefore, the corresponding cache storage available within each node is 
represented by 4.7:  
 
                                                            
    
    
                                                        (4.7) 
 
where      shows the total cache storage,     represents the used cache storage by the 
cached contents and   
  shows the free cache storage at node v. It is important that 
the most popular content consumes cache storage for a long time due to a large 
number of received Interests and therefore, these contents yields extra cost because 
such contents are cached to satisfy the potential consumer’s Interests. Thus we can 
calculate the cost at a node v by using the following equation 4.8: 
 




   




where     shows the content profile in which availability and popularity is measured, 
   represents the cache storage in percentage used by content x and   is used to 
represents the additional cost in terms of mobility, power consumption.    
4.3 Proposed Caching Strategy  
In previous studies, it was observed that the ideal structure of the network could 
affect the overall performance of the network. Cache management has been seen as 
an optimal feature of content centrism because a large number of researchers have 
focused on the diverse forms of managing disseminated contents in networks. 
Recently, several content caching mechanisms have been developed to increase the 
efficiency of in-network cache by managing the transmitted content according to the 
diverse nature of caching approaches. However, in recent caching mechanisms, 
several problems persist, which are related to multiple replications of heterogeneous 
content, which has increased memory wastage. Therefore, to actualize the basic 
concept of the NDN cache, content caching mechanisms are required to implement 
the optimal objectives of NDN to overcome the issues in the current data 
dissemination process by recent mechanisms [107]. Consequently, in this study, a 
new flexible mechanism for content caching is designed to improve the overall 
caching performance. 
4.3.1 Compound Popular Content Caching Strategy (CPCCS) 
The basic reason behind the efficient cache management is the limited available 
capacity of cache storage because the amount of transmitting contents is massive as 
compared to the available cache size. Therefore, the maximum cache efficiency can 
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be achieved by implementing a suitable cache management strategy. However, there 
is a big gap still exist to find an efficient cache management strategy that should 
cache content close to the consumers in such a way to increase overall caching 
performance. Hence, the management of in-network cache is required to find a way 
to known pre-location of caching where the content will be retrieved subsequently to 
increase the availability of most interested contents. In order to overcome the 
difficulties of cache management, we propose a new caching strategy to improve 
caching performance using the contents’ utility. 
Caching strategies were developed regarding their different functionalities to 
accommodate the disseminating contents in a different way to increase the efficiency 
of the overall caching services. The intention of the proposed study is to increase the 
availability of the most popular and least popular contents as well by decreasing the 
path length in terms of the stretch between the consumer and provider. Several 
popularity-based caching strategies have recently been proposed but all these 
strategies only focus on the high popularity of contents. Therefore, the reaming 
unpopular and least popular contents are avoided for the caching services and there 
are no criteria developed for the caching of these contents. However, the proposed 
caching strategy is defined as new criteria in which the content’s popularity is 
calculated by taking the average of received Interests.  
To cope with the present strategy we define a relationship between the availability 
and content’s popularity in a network. Therefore, the caching decision is 
accomplished after finding the utility of content and to accommodate the 
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disseminated content (based on their popularity) alongside the data delivery path and 
maximizes the availability of diverse contents. 
Algorithm 1. Selection of OPC and LPC contents 
Input:  
interest_List: List which contains interest requests 
Output: 
OPC_List: Optimal popular content list 
LPC_List: Least popular content list 
 
Procedure  GetPopularContent (interest_List): 
2   Interest_request_List = [ ] 
4    for content in interest_List do: 
5       if content   Interest_request_List then 
6            increment count(content) 
7        else: 
8            Interest_request_List.Add(content.New ) 
              Set count(content.New) = 1 
9         End 
increment count (total_Contents) 
End 
//Loop Ends 
10    Calculate AVG (request_Count)  
            AVG (request_Count) = 
                             
             
 
11    for content_req   Interest_request_List do 
12        if content.count > avg_RequestCount then 
13            OPC_List.Add (content) 
14        else: 





17    return OPC_List, LPC_List 
 
This section provides a complete description of the proposed content caching 
mechanism, which is divided into the three phases: In the first phase, the Optimal 
Popular Content (OPC) is selected by calculating the total number of received 
Interests for a particular content name. All nodes calculate the number of received 
Interests for each content using the PIT record and categorize the content into the 
Optimal Popular Content (the content that has received most of the consumer 
Interests) and the Least Popular Content (LPC) (the content that has received the 
least number of consumer Interests) based on the threshold value.  
The threshold value is the average of the total number of received Interests for all 
content, and it is changed whenever a new Interest is generated. Therefore, the 
threshold value shows the maximum average of the total received Interests for all 
content. If the number of received Interests for a particular content name is greater 
than the average of the total number of received Interests for all content, the content 
is considered to have a high level of interest. For example, the sum of the received 
Interests for all content is 30, in which 20 Interests are generated for content C1, and 
10 Interests are received for content C2. Taking the average of all received Interests, 
the threshold value is 15. In this case, content C1 is the OPC because it received 
more Interests (20) than the threshold (15). Meanwhile, if the total number of 
received Interests for a content item is less than the average of the total number of 
received Interests for all content, then the content considered as LPC. 
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Let’s assume that the sum of the received Interests for all content is 40, in which 13 
and 8 Interests are received for content C1 and Content C5 respectively, and 19 
Interests are received for remaining contents. Measure the average of all received 
Interests, the threshold value is obtained as threshold = 4. Therefore, the content C1 
and content C5 suggested as OPC because both contents have received more 
Interests              than the threshold (           ) as shown by Table 
2 in Figure 3.5. Meanwhile, if the total number of received Interests for content is 
less than the average of the total number of received Interests for all content 
(threshold), then the content considered as LPC.  
 





According to the content selection algorithm, all the remaining contents are sorted in 
ascending order regarding their Interest count (illustrated by Table 3 in Figure 4.1) 
and then one-fourth of the total number of contents are selected as LPC as given by 
Table 4 in Figure 4.1. Therefore, content C3 and content C8 are selected as LPC 
because both contents were received more Interests than remaining contents sorted in 
Table 3. Thus, diverse contents are selected to increase the cache hit ratio. Let’s 
suppose that the total number of contents is 8 in the sorted content list, and then, only 
2 contents (Content C3 and Content C8) will be selected as LPC as shown in Figure 
4.1. Algorithm 1 (Selection of Optimal and Least popular contents) illustrates the 
content selection mechanism of the OPC and LPC in CPCCS. 
The second phase is related to the caching decision about the transmitted content. 
Information, such as the number of hops, the path distance (from the provider to the 
consumer), and the location (for caching the transmitted content), are required to 
cache the content at the intermediate nodes. In this proposed caching mechanism, the 
number of incoming and outgoing paths is calculated for each node to find the 
mutual node whenever the content is disseminated from the provider to the 
consumers. Let’s assume that a consumer sends an Interest to the network. However, 
the cache is empty at the nodes along the path toward the consumer. According to 
the general NDN practice, the Interest needs to traverse until it matches the required 
data at the provider’s node.  
Therefore, the corresponding content is transported through the back path from the 
provider to the consumer. Furthermore, the copy of the OPC is cached at the all 
mutually connected nodes of the data routing path before the consumer to reduce the 
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computational overhead and the high cost of the coordination of subsequent Interests 
and the caching state of the mutual node is shared with its neighbor nodes via a 
broadcast message to inform them about the location of the OPC. Algorithm 2 
illustrates the selection mechanism for mutual node. 
However, the mutual positions of caching have promised better cache efficiency 
because most of the Interests are satisfied there. Although no criteria were defined in 
earlier caching strategies to handle LPC, the proposed content caching mechanism 
defines a special criterion for caching to increase content dissemination efficiency 
and it increases the availability of diverse content close to the consumers. In the 
proposed mechanism, LPC is cached only at one mutual node that is placed near the 
consumers. To avoid the unnecessary usage of the cache, the LPC content caches 
only at one node because there is less chance to regenerate the Interests for LPC. 
Hence, most of the cache is used to accommodate the OPC. 
Algorithm 2: Selection of mutual node  
Input: 
Requested Content Node: Node where content found 
Requested Content: Content which is needed by user 
Nodes: all nodes in a path 
InterestList: List in which all interest requests are saved 
Output:    
      OPC and LPC Content cached 
Procedure Mutual (RequestedContentNode, RequestedContent, InterestNodes,                
allNodes, interestList) 
2   RequestedContentNode={ } #Node on which the required  content exist 
3   RequestedContent ={ } #content for  which consumer sent the request 
4   InterestNodes=[ ]    #Interest (shows consumer’s request) 
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5   Nodes_List=[ ]  
6   for Node N    Nodes_List do: 
7         for content c   N do 
8               if c == RequestedContent then 




10  pathsToContent_List = [ ] 
11  for each Node N   InterestNodes do 
12       path=getPath(N to RequestedContentNode)  
13       pathsToContent_List.Add(path) 
End 
In line 6 to 9 of pseudo code the algorithm finds the specific Node (Router) on 
which the required content is reside and it is denoted as 
RequestedContentNode. From line 10 to 13 the algorithm finds paths to the 
RequestedContentNode from each other node of the network using shortest 
path algorithm. # Node is used to stores the nearest mutual intermediate node 
between multiple paths from the requested Node (where the interests are 
generated) to the content Node (where the requested content is found). Node 
stores as keys and the distance as values 
14  mutualNodes = GetMutualNodes(pathsToContent_List) 
15 FindAndSetContentWithShortPath(centralityNodes)  
 
Procedure: GetMutualNodes(pathToContentList) 
17  for node in pathToContentList.paths do 
18       if node.ConnectedUsers.Count()>1 then 
20                mutualNodes.Add(node) 
End 





21  Procedure FindAndSetContentWithShortPath (centralityNodes) 
22      Node n;  
23  for Node N in mutualNodes do 
24       for Node M in mutualNodes do  
               if N.Length<=.M.Length then 
                   n=N 
End 
End 
25   n.cache.contentPlacement(OPC) 
26   n.cache.contentPlacement(LPC)  
 
At line 14 the algorithm calls a functions GetMutualNodes which finds the mutual 
nodes on which maximum paths (paths obtained earlier in code) meets. From line 23 
to 24 the algorithm finds the node n which have shortest path to 
RequestedContentNode. At line 25 and 26 the algorithm store the LPC and OPC 
contents on the node n which algorithm finds earlier at line 24.  
In the third phase, to avoid the unnecessary usage of cache storage, all replicas are 
available for a specific duration; after completion of the content-caching period, they 
are deleted. In this mechanism, the content life-span is dynamically changed based 
on the cache storage available. If the cache storage is increased, the life-span will 
automatically be increased for all cached content. However, if the node has less 
storage, the content life-span will be decreased. To accommodate newly arriving 
content, CPCCS adopts the Least Recently Used (LRU) content replacement policy 
to evict old content from the cache after its lifespan expires. For example, if a node 
has large cache storage, CPCCS would select five seconds as the content life-span, 
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meaning that, the content would be deleted after five seconds of cached time. 
However, if a node has less available storage, the content life-span would be 
decreased. 
 
Figure 4.2. Caching mechanism of Optimal and Least popular Contents 
 
Figure 4.2 illustrates the basic content caching mechanism in CPCCS. In the given 
scenario, content provider P publishes content C1 and content C2 in a network. The 
content is initially cached at node N10. After a while, node N10 receives four 
Interests from consumers A, B, and C. To respond the consumers' Interests, node 
N10 becomes a provider and sends content C1 to consumers A, B, and C. In Figure 
4.2, the consumer’s Interests are indicated by dotted line arrows. The solid-line 
arrows indicate the responses from the provider. Simultaneously, two Interests for 
content C2 are received from consumer D and consumer E at node N10. In response, 
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N10 sends content C2 to consumer D and consumer E. According to the proposed 
caching mechanism, the total number of received Interests for content C1 is 6. 
Subsequently, content C1 is selected as OPC because it has an extra Interest over the 
average of the total number of interests received for both content C1 and content C2. 
Therefore, the caching operations during the transmission of content C1 as OPC are 
done at mutually connected nodes N4 and N6 because both Node N4 and N6 are 
mutually connected with interested consumers as A, B and C. Therefore, the content 
C2 will only be cached at one mutual node as N11 that indicating lest distance from 
the interested consumers D and E as shown in Figure 4.2.   
 
Figure 4.3. Verification of CPCCS through SocialCCNSim-Master   
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4.4 Verification of Compound Popular Content Caching Strategy (CPCCS) 
It is essential to verify the proposed CPCCS caching strategy. The verification is 
done by considering all variables that are used to build the CPCCS model and 
logically check all the possible errors and remove the bugs form code. Therefore, it 
is verified from figure 4.1 that the proposed CPCCS is programmed correctly in 
SocialCCNSim-Master simulator. The code was written using python language and 
Ubuntu platform was considered to run the code and verified that the code is free 
from all the run time errors and bugs. Figure 4.1 illustrates the verified code of 
proposed CPCCS strategy is running using a new Trace file on Abilene topology.    
4.5 Validation of Compound Popular Content Caching Strategy (CPCCS) 
The CPCCS was developed by combining the two mechanisms such as Compound 
Popular Content Selection (CPCS) and Compound Popular Content Caching 
(CPCC). CPCCS model is verified using simulation platform (SocialCCNSim-
Master) and the validation is done by the comparisons in which CPCCS caching 
performance is compared with other popularity-based caching strategies. Therefore, 
to evaluate the proposed content caching mechanism CPCCS, it is necessary to 
compare its attributes with analogous ones in earlier mechanisms [60, 102, 156]. 
Therefore, we selected the SocialCCNSim-Master simulator as the simulation 
environment for the performance comparison. SocialCCNSim-Master was specially 
designed to identify the performance of NDN caching. It takes data traffic from the 
Facebook social network topology, which is associated with 4,039 users who each 
have 44 relationships, and 88,234 friends.  
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SocialCCNSim-Master supports five ISP-level topologies (i.e., Abilene, Tree, 
GEANT, Tiger, and DTelecom), and each topology has its own structure. In this 
study, the Abilene topology was used for the simulation; it is broadly used because 
of its flexible structure and it forms a high-speed backbone by deploying cutting 
edge technologies. The objective of the Abilene topology is to transfer large amounts 
of data across the nodes. Its structure is perfect for testing and comparing our 
simulation parameters, recording the cache-hits, and observing the efficacy of 
CPCCS.  Abilene topology has eleven (11) locations taken as nodes. Its hierarchical 
structure provides the flexible neighbor arrangement needed to test NDN content 
caching mechanisms.  
 
Figure 4.4. Content Diversity on Abilene Topology with 1GB cache size 
 
To avoid unnecessary cache usage, the Least Replacement Policy (LRU) was used to 
replace the old content with the new. LRU is considered the most efficient content 
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replacement policy because of its flexible structure and high performance. In this 
study, four different content categories were selected based on their popularity level, 
as defined through Zipf’s distribution: User Generated Content (UGC), VoD, file 
sharing (file), and web content (web) [157]: we used these content categories 
because they showed high traffic production due to consumer interest in media-
driven content. The Zipf content probability distribution function was used to select 
the content category. The cache size (i.e., the amount of space used to store content 
temporarily during its transmission) ranged from 1 GB to 10 GB, and the catalog 
size was108 elements of 10 MB each. 
 




The simulation scenario was divided into 10 equal steps, as shown with the x-axis in 
each simulation graph. The graphical representation of the consequences was 
achieved by taking the average result of all simulations.  
Content diversity refers to the amount of heterogeneous content that is 
accommodated at certain locations. The purpose of the CPCS scenario is to minimize 
the high number of analogous content’s replications to accommodate at a location. 
Moreover, the CPCS increases the amount of heterogeneous content in-network 
because its algorithm provides diverse content to be cached at the delivery path. HPC 
and CCAC performed poor in terms to achieve better diversity ration because both 
strategies generate multiple content replications along the data routing path. 
However, MPC performs better than both HPC and CCAC because it caches the 
contents only at neighbor routers.  
From Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 it is concluded that CPCS performed much better 
because of its content selection mechanism. Therefore, it increases the number of 
diverse contents within the cache because it cached contents on the basis of their 
diverse popularities. In fact, CPCS is compared in a simulation environment to check 
the caching manageability whether its performance is better than MPC, CPCC, and 
HPC or not. Therefore, the simulation was run on Abilene topology with two 
different cache sizes to make comparison among the caching strategies to measure 
the number of diverse contents in the network. The contents are selected as VoD 
having Zipf value range about 1.2 regarding the recent studies. The consequences are 




Content redundancy is referred to the multiple caching operations of similar 
contents. The higher the caching operation, the more possible more abundant 
redundant content would be cached along the data routing path. 
 
Figure 4.6. Content Redundancy on GEANT Topology with 1GB cache size 
 
 
The result derived using GEANT topology to check the redundancy performance of 
different strategies as shown in Figures 4.5 and Figure 4.6. The cache size selected 
as 1GB and 10GB respectively and set the probability parameter as        that is 
considered for file content category. From given (Figures 4.5 and 4.6), it is 
illustrated that the noticeable cause of similar frequent caching operations is made by 
HPC and CCAC due to its high-level usage of caches by homogeneous content 
replications, which reinforces content redundancy.  
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MPC shows the reduced redundancy because of its mechanism of caching content at 
limited locations that decreases the number of content replications as compare to 
HPC and CCAC.  CICS performs better in terms of redundancy than HPC, CCAC, 
and MPC because of its nature to select diverse contents to be cached at 
homogeneous locations that increase the availability of diverse caching operations 
and reduces the replication of similar contents.  
 
Figure 4.7. Content Redundancy on GEANT Topology with 10GB cache size 
 
 
WAVE depicts lower cache hit ratio because it increases the number of similar 
contents along the data downloading path and it requires more time for caching 
entire chunks that belong to the same content and demonstrates a lesser cache hit 
ratio. Therefore, Interests for diverse content needed to be forwarded to the main 
provider, which makes for a long trip in content downloading. WAVE shows the 
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larger path stretch with all cache sizes because it caches the popular content on the 
downstream node first, which increases the length between the consumer and 
provider. WAVE brings content close to the consumer, but it takes a long time 
because of its nature of caching decision. 
For the validation of the CPCC mechanism, different caching strategies were 
selected to compare the performance analysis.  
 
Figure 4.8. Cache Hit Ratio on DTelekom Topology with 1GB cache size 
 
 
The cache hit ratio presents the quantity of the average of existing content hits 
(found) as the Interests are sent [135]. For a specific strategy, the cache hit ratio can 
be obtained by calculating the total number of interests and misses for nodes. For the 
benefit of comparison, the significance of the cache hit ratio is pictorially 
represented in Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8. As cache size expands, the performance of 
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the network improves noticeably, because the cache accommodates more contents 
within large cache size. The consequences that occur when the DTelekom topology 
is used while α = 0.8 was selected that is considered for User Generated Content 
(UGC). The CPCC performs better than comparing strategies because it prioritizes 
the desired content, which increases the chances to cache content near consumers, 
heightening the hit ratio.  
 
Figure 4. 9. Cache Hit Ratio on DTelekom Topology with 10GB cache size 
 
 
Moreover, CPCC performed better than the benchmark caching mechanisms. CPCC 
showed good quality throughout the simulation results with UGC content categories. 
This is because CPCC caches OPC close to the consumers, which increases the 
availability of the most desired content for subsequent responses.  
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Another benefit of CPCC is that it initializes a time-span for each content, which 
indicates how long the content can be cached at a specific location (i.e., node). 
Therefore, CPCC decreases the unnecessary usage of cache storage and increases its 
ability to accommodate new content by removing unnecessary content. CPCC also 
improves the caching of heterogeneous content by selecting OPC and LPC. 
 
Figure 4.10. Cache Hit Ratio on Tree Topology with 10GB cache size 
 
 
Stretch can be defined as the number of hops (routers) needed to be covered by a 
consumer’s Interest between the source (where the hit occurs) and consumer. CPCC 
caches the popular content close to the consumers at the central position (mutual 
centrality node), from where all the desired consumers can get their required content. 
Therefore, it makes the distance between a consumer and a provider smaller and 
most of the consumer Interests travel through the central position and satisfies from 
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mutual positions. Moreover, CPCCS selects diverse popular content to be cached 
close to the consumers that increase the overall stretch ratio. On the other hand, all 
the comparing strategies are showing the long stretch path as shown in Figure 4.9 
and Figure 4.10. 
 
 
Figure 4.11. Cache Hit Ratio on Tree Topology with 10GB cache size 
 
 
4.6 Summary  
In this chapter, the content placement mechanism is explained and proposed the 
CPCCS model is described. The CPCCS is made up using two mechanisms in which 
CPCS separates the contents into OPC and LPC regarding the recent utility of 
contents and CPCC is proposed for the caching of requested content close to the 
appropriate consumers. The CPCS is developed to increase the selection of diverse 
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content for caching along the data routing path and it reduces the number of 
redundant replications of similar contents. On the other hand, the CPCC mechanism 
reduces the stretch path length by caching the content near the consumers and 
consequently, the cache hit ratio is increased. The CPCCS is verified by adding its 
codes to SocialCCNSim-Master simulator and validate it in simulation platform 
using different topologies with diverse content categories through comparisons 
between the performances of CPCCS and MPC, CCAC, HPC, MAGIC, WAVE, 
LeafPopDown. Therefore, the consequences show the CPCCS performed better in 
















SIMULATION RESULTS AND EVALUATION 
5.1 Introduction  
NDN caching is a revolution in network architecture. It can overcome the caching 
issues that arise in the current Internet architecture. Moreover, it can reduce 
communication overhead, resource consumption, and bandwidth, through caching 
popular content at multiple locations. However, it is difficult to decide which content 
needs to be cached at a location to produce optimal solutions. Cache-management 
strategies [60, 78, 156] have been developed to achieve efficient results. Still, it is 
not clear which caching mechanism is the most ideal for each situation. Even though 
many methods have been proposed as described above, the basic issue still faced by 
all mentioned caching strategies is as follows. If a content is located far from the 
desired consumer, and numerous Interests are received for that content, but the 
popularity of that content is lower compared to the popular content, the content will 
not be suggested as a popular content and all the times, the Interests for the content 
need to traverse through the several hops to find the required content. Therefore, all 
these strategies focus on the most popular or most recently interested content that 
cannot fulfill the caching requirements for less popular contents.  
Consequently, the overall caching performance is disturbed in terms of caching hit 
ratio, stretch, redundancy, and diversity. Therefore, the proposed caching mechanism 
in this paper is more flexible to handle the issues of caching. The proposed caching 
strategy not only prefers the most frequently interested content but also handles the 
less popular contents to increase the overall caching performance.  
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The proposed CPCCS cache deployment strategy was introduced previously in 
chapter four. Basically, CPCCS made up by the combination of two mechanisms 
such as CPCS and CPCC. Moreover, the verification was presented using a 
simulation platform with varying parameters and topologies. However, this chapter 
presents the evaluation of CPCCS through comparisons between its performance and 
other popularity-based caching strategies.   
Section 5.2 represents the performance evaluation in which parameters for 
simulation are defined such as topology, content popularity model, and cache size. In 
section 5.3, the simulation and numeric results are explained using graphical and 
tabular form. In section 5.4, chapter summary is presented. 
5.2 Performance Evaluation  
To compare and evaluate the performance of the mentioned caching strategies in 
chapter two related study, a caching-based simulator called SocialCCNSim-Master 
was selected. For the evaluation of the proposed CPCCS strategy, we conducted a 
simulation environment using SocialCCNSim-Master simulator [102, 156]. The 
caching performance of the proposed strategy in terms of content diversity, cache-hit 
ratio, content redundancy, and stretch is evaluated and compared with the caching 
performance of HPC, MPC, LeafPopDown, CACC, WAVE, and MAGIC caching 
strategies. For content replacement operations, most of the NDN caching strategies 
adopt the Least Recently Used (LRU) replacement policy [78]. LRU policy is the 
optimal content replacement policy due to its better performance in terms of 
overhead and complexity. Due to NDN's cache-driven architecture, various 
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algorithms and strategies have been designed to choose from based on the set of 
rules regarding which content to cache from the varieties of popular content, content-
defined names, and topological content information, among others. For the efficient 
evaluation, different categories of contents were selected for caching operation based 
on their popularity as defined through Zipf's distribution [79]: user-generated content 
(UGC), Video on Demand (VoD) content, web content, and file content [80]. The 
present study used Zipf 0.7, 0.80, 0.88, and 1.2 for file content, UGC content, web 
content,  and VoD content respectively. These categories were selected because they 
show high traffic production due to consumer interest in media-driven content [158].  
In the study, CPCCS was examined the performance using Abilene, GEANT, Tiger, 
and DTelekom topologies [159]. The traffic was generated by SONETOR and using 
social network graph as Facebook [160]. The catalog size was selected as 108, cache 
size (1GB to 10GB), and the simulation was run for 24 hours to create results for 
each result. 
5.2.1 Network Topology 
The NDN caching strategies have been tested and evaluated using different 
topologies. For instance, Chai et al used tree topology with 4 to 6 levels k-ary in 
which all the nodes further have 2 or 5 children, Li et al. considered 4-level tree 
topology, Psaras et al selected 6-level binary tree topology, Rossi et al used five 
different topologies such as; GEANT, Tiger, Abilene, DTelekom, and Level3. For 
the NDN caching evaluation, Bernardini et al, Din et al, and Naeem et all were used 
ISP-level topologies such as GEANT, Tiger, DTelecom, and Abilene. For the 
evaluation of NDN caching strategies, it is significant to choose an appropriate 
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network topology because topology is influenced directly on simulation results. 
Therefore, fair evaluation needs some suitable network topology to generate true 
results. Thus, to evaluate the proposed caching strategy four ISP-level topologies 
such as Abilene, GEANT, DTelekom, and Tiger were selected. Abilene formed a 
high-speed backbone by deploying cutting edge technologies not yet generally 
available on the scale of a national network backbone. Abilene was a private network 
used for education and research but was not entirely isolated, since its members 
usually provide alternative access to many of their resources through the public 
Internet. Sometimes it referred to Intetnet2 network topology. Abilene topology was 
designed with the sole object of transferring large size data across nodes. Its building 
was ideal to test and compare our simulation parameters to record the cache-hits and 
observe the efficacy of our cache managements. Abilene heterogeneous nature 
depicts eleven (11) station sites as nodes. Its hierarchical structure provides the 
flexible neighbor composition needed to test NDN cache deployment strategies. This 
forms the basis of our topology selection to test the performance of the strategy for 
the heterogeneous Internet.  
On the other hand, the GEANT topology was developed especially for research, 
education, and innovation communities across the globe. It is pan European network 
that is used to interconnect Europe’s National and Education Networks (NRENs). 
GEANT has the ability to connect more than 50 million consumers at 10,000 
organizations. Moreover, GEANT provides high bandwidth and secure high capacity 
(50,000km) network with an increasing range of services that allow the researchers 
to cooperate with one another wherever they are located. GEANT and Tiger 
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topologies have 22 nodes and DTelekom consist of 68 nodes contented to each other 
as shown in Figure 5.1. 
 
Figure 5.1. ISP-Level Topologies  
 
 
5.2.2 Content Popularity Model  
The content popularity model is used to consider the utility of contents in terms to 
estimate the popularity for individual content. In fact, it is a function that calculates 
the number of Interests received for a single content. According to former research, 
there have been millions of websites deployed across the globe but a little number of 
websites is attracted by the majority of the consumers. It is important to categories 
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the content according to their requesting frequency. Hence, the popularity can be 
achieved by calculating the on-demand frequency for a specific category of content. 
According to recent studies, the power [161, 162] law for content popularity 
distribution is the most significant to define content popularity. According to a 
power law, Zipf distribution is an ideal solution that is commonly used in simulation 
models for categorization of content. Therefore, it is most appropriate for this study 
to select the Zipf model for simulation to set the popularity parameter.  
 
                                                       
  
∑            
                                          (5.1) 
 
In equation 5.1, the alpha   parameter represents the popularity distribution slop, N 
represents the number of content items, q shows the placement, and     describes 
the probability mass function. Numerous researches have been used Zipf approach 
for the evaluation of their proposed model in which Saino et al,. Zhang et al, and Li 
et al used Zipf popularity model with different values of the alpha   parameter as 0.6 
to 1.1, 0.3, and 0.9 respectively. In ICN, the recent studies Bernardini et al and 
Fricker et al. selected Zipf model with   parameter as 0.6 to 2.5. In a similar study of 
CCN, Carofiglio et al. are used Zipf distribution with   parameter as 1.6 to 2.0. 
Similarly, in [163] and [164] the   parameter was taken as 0.8 and 0.5 to 2.5 
respectively. Recently, in [164], [165] and [165] the Zipf distribution model is used 
with   parameter as             and       to       respectively. In [166], 
the Carlinet et al. was suggested Zipf popularity distribution for UGC service 
DailyMotion with alpha parameter as  α = 0.88. Moreover, Carlinet et al. also 
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estimate the Zipf popularity distribution for VoD with alpha parameter as α = 1.2. 
On the other hand, the study [167] by Yu et al. Zipf popularity distribution with 
alpha from .65 to 1 was taken for VoD service in china.  
Therefore, alpha value has a great influence on the overall performance and provides 
diversified content categories for suitable evaluation. Hence, this research is selected 
the Zipf distribution with distinguished content popularity sets named as File 
content, Web content, User Generated Content (UGC), and Video on Demand (VoD) 
with alpha   value as 0.7,  0.80, 0.88, and 1.2 respectively. According to the recent 
report of Cisco Visual Network Index (VNI), there is a high demand for information 
every minute. Now, the consumers are largely interested in multimedia-driven 
content rather than the ordinary file transfer. Diverse Internet consumers have a 
tendency for multimedia data contents and high demand for shared videos on 
YouTube that have recorded as 139,000 hours of videos watched which is 
approximately 300 hours of videos are uploaded in each minute. The total videos of 
YouTube and NETFLIX are approximately equal to the half traffic on the Internet. 
5.2.3 Cache Size  
Cache size refers to temporary storage space available to provide room for 
transmitted content within each NDN node in a network. The cache is used as 
temporary storage because of its limited capacity available in physical devices (i.e., 
network router). Usually, the cache is flexible and it is available with different size to 
achieve an efficient performance. Several NDN caching-based studies recently been 
developed in which Zhang et al. was selected cache size as 1GB while Cesar [102], 
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and Ibrahim et al., Din et al. were selected cache size as 100 to 1000 elements in 
which 100 represent the cache size is 1GB and 1000 shows the cache size as 10GB. 
Moreover, Dabirmoghaddam et al. [113] and Saino [140] have chosen cache sizes as 
multiples of 10 (e.g., 102, 103). In addition, Fricker et al. [168] and Bilal et al. [169] 
expressed the cache size in the form of elements such as 100, 200, 500, 1000, 10000. 
In order to achieve efficient performance it significant to adopt cache size as 1GB to 
10 GB in which each size represents the number of elements as 100 to 1000 
respectively. Moreover, each element occupies 10MB [168, 169] cache space within 
the network node during its transmission between sender to receiver.     
5.3 Simulation Setup 
To compare and evaluate the performance of the proposed CPCCS and MAGIC, 
WAVE, HPC, LeafPopDown, MPC, CCAC caching strategies, a caching-based 
simulator called SocialCCNSim-Master is used. The performances were compared in 
terms of the cache hit ratio, content diversity, stretch, and content redundancy of 
popularity-based caching strategies. For content replacement operations, most of the 
NDN caching strategies adopt the Least Recently Used (LRU) replacement policy 
[170]. LRU policy is the optimal content replacement policy due to its better 
performance in terms of overhead and complexity. Due to NDN’s cache-driven 
architecture, various algorithms and strategies have been designed to choose from 
based on the set of rules regarding which content to cache from the varieties of 
popular content, content-defined names, and topological content information, among 
others. For the purposes of this study, the research will caching sets of content of 
four categories based on their popularity defined through Zipf’s distribution [171]. 
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web content, file sharing, user-generated content (UGC), and VoD [172]. Table 5.1 
shows the basic parameters selected for the current simulation. 
Metrics have been used to test the effectiveness of cache management strategies. For 
the present study four well-known metrics content diversity, cache hit ratio, 
redundancy, and stretch were selected to compare the performance of the proposed 
caching strategy. 
                 Table 5.1 
                 Simulation Description Values. 
Parameter Value/Description 
Simulator SocialCCNSim-Master 
Traffic Source SONETOR (Facebook) 
Content Categories File, Web, UGC, and VoD 
Simulation time 24 hours 
Chunk Size 10 MB each 
Cache Size 1 GB to 10 GB (100-1000 elements) 
Catalog Size 108 
Topology Abilene, GEANT, DTelekon, and Tiger 
Replacement Policy Least Recently Used  
 
In each simulation graph, the x-axis is split into 10 equal sections that represent the 
incremental cache size. Each section represents with an increment of 1GB (100 
elements) as starting from 100 to 1,000. While the y-axis shows the percentage value 
of achieved results. 
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5.3.1 Content Diversity  
It is the ratio of heterogeneous contents accumulated in-network caches [60, 173-
175]. Diversity can be defined as follows: 
 
                                                     ⋃   
 
   
∑   
 
   
                                                           (5.2) 
 
where ⋃        represents the amount of unique content within the n number of 
nodes, and ∑        shows the cache storage of all nodes in a network. V represents 
the total number of nodes.  
 






The intention of the proposed caching strategy is to reduce the high amount of 
similar-content replications and to make room for new incoming contents. The 
replication of similar content occupies a large amount of cache storage, which 
increases the amount of network traffic and congestion and minimizes the amount of 
diverse content within the network [176]. HPC shows the lowest diversity, which 
means that the replication of homogeneous contents in HPC is higher than other 
strategies. From the simulation results shown in Figure 5.2, Figure 5.3, Figure 5.4, 
and Figure 5.5, we can conclude that the HPC caching strategy shows less diversity 
due to its algorithm leaving all the transmitting contents everywhere. Moreover, 
when we enlarge the cache size from 1GB to 10GB, HPC achieves slightly better 
diversity ratio with all content categories. 
  




The reason is that it does not reduce the replications done by similar contents within 
a large cache size. In the same way, it shows less quantity of diversity than all 
comparing strategies as shown by numeric values in Table 5.2. CCAC shows higher 
diversity ratio than HPC because it reduces the homogeneous content replications 
than HPC. However, it shows little diversity due to the higher amount of similar 
replications of content than MPC. As compared to other strategies, MPC performs in 
a different way to some extent, because of its popularity method of caching content.  
  
Figure 5.4. Content Diversity on Abilene topology (UGC content) 
 
 
MPC performs better with large cache size than other strategies because it allows to 
caches content only at neighbor nodes and remains the other nodes empty along the 
data routing path. As a result, with large cache size, supplementary content can be 




Figure 5.5. Content Diversity on Abilene topology (VoD content) 
 
 
          Table 5.2 
         Content Diversity numeric results on Abilene   
Abilene  
Topology 
File content  
(  = 0.75) 
Web Content 
          
UGC Content 
          
VoD Content 
         
Strategies 1GB 10GB 1GB 10GB 1GB 10GB 1GB 10GB 
HPC 0.40 0.44 0.45 0.47 0.28 0.30 0.37 0.39 
CACC 0.43 0.47 0.46 0.49 0.31 0.35 0.41 0.46 
WAVE 0.44 0.48 0.49 0.51 0.37 0.46 0.47 0.53 
MPC 0.46 0.55 0.49 0.54 0.35 0.52 0.46 0.51 
LeafPopDown 0.46 0.49 0.48 0.52 0.38 0.47 0.54 0.52 
MAGIC 0.48 0.53 0.50 0.55 0.40 0.59 0.47 0.57 




LeafPopDown and WAVE achieve moderate results due to their nature of algorithms 
to cache content at partial nodes. The reason is that, both strategies allow the limited 
number of replications. MAGIC shows better performances in terms of diversity 
because it allows limited content’s replications along data delivery path and it 
increases the number of diverse content to be cached at a location. However, CPCCS 
boosts the diversity ratio because it does not allow similar content to be cached at 
multiple locations. When we enlarged the cache from 1GB to 10GB, CPCCS still 
performs better than the other strategies because it does not allow content to be 
replicated at numerous locations within large cache size. Indeed, CPCCS allows 
limited copies of the content to be cached along with the data delivery path. If the 
path is associated with a short stretch, the CPCCS will caches content only at unique 
nodes.  
Indeed, it is concluded from the simulation results in Table 5.2 CPCCS is achieved 
better performance with all content categories (File, Web, UGC, and VoD) in terms 
to improve diversity as compared to other strategies. 
5.3.2 Cache Hit Ratio 
The cache hit ratio is the key metric in evaluating the performance of the NDN 
cache. It refers to the response by the in-network cache storage in which the content 
is locally cached for a specific time period [177]. It can be defined as follows: 
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The cache hit occurs when a consumer’s required content is found at the network 
node’s cache. Therefore, the cache reacts as a provider by sending the corresponding 
content to the appropriate consumer [170].  
 
Figure 5.6. Cache Hit Ratio on GEANT topology (File content) 
 
 
Figure 5.6, Figure 5.7, Figure 5.8, and Figure 5.9 shows the results achieved for the 
cache hit ratio, demonstrating that CPCCS performed better than the benchmark 
caching mechanisms. CPCCS showed good quality throughout the simulation results 
in all content categories (i.e., File, Web, VoD, and UGC). This is because CPCCS 
caches OPC close to the consumers, which increases the availability of the most 
desired content for subsequent responses. Another benefit of CPCCS is that it 
initializes a time-span for each content, which indicates how long the content can be 
cached at a specific location (i.e., node). Therefore, CPCCS decreases the 
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unnecessary usage of cache storage and increases its ability to accommodate new 
content by removing unnecessary content. CPCCS also improves the caching of 
heterogeneous content by selecting OPC and LPC.  
  
Figure 5.7. Cache Hit Ratio on GEANT topology (Web content) 
 
 
WAVE, MAGIC, LeafPopDown, and HPC show similar performance in terms of the 
cache hit ratio with small and large cache size. However, HPC shows better cache-
hit ratio due to its selection of caching content at all on-path nodes for a specific time 
span. Meanwhile, MPC performed better than WAVE and CACC, but its results 
were not as favorable as those of CPCCS because MPC took longer to select popular 
content. MPC uses a popularity table for each content, which increases the searching 




Figure 5.8. Cache Hit Ratio on GEANT topology (UGC content) 
 
  
Figure 5.9. Cache Hit Ratio on GEANT topology (VoD content) 
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Moreover, MPC cached the most popular content at all neighbor nodes, which 
increased the unnecessary usage of cache storage and lessened its chances of 
accommodating new incoming content; thus, the overall hit ratio was decreased. 
CACC performed slightly worse than MPC because it cached all of the content 
regardless of the consumer interest level at the intermediate node, increasing the 
chance of accommodating the least popular content. WAVE depicts lower cache hit 
ratio because it increases the number of similar contents along the data downloading 
path and it consumes extra time to bring the required content near the consumers. 
           Table 5.3 
          Cache Hit Ratio numeric results on GEANT    
GEANT  
Topology 
File content  
(  = 0.75) 
Web Content 
          
UGC Content 
          
VoD Content 
         
Strategies 1GB 10GB 1GB 10GB 1GB 10GB 1GB 10GB 
CPCCS 0.38 0.56 0.35 0.44 0.41 0.50 0.35 0.44 
HCP 0.38 0.47 0.34 0.38 0.38 0.43 0.34 0.38 
LeafPopDown 0.37 0.42 0.34 0.37 0.36 0.41 0.33 0.37 
CCAC 0.36 0.41 0.33 0.38 0.34 0.37 0.32 0.34 
MAGIC 0.36 0.39 0.31 0.36 0.36 0.39 0.32 0.35 
MPC 0.35 0.44 0.32 0.37 0.34 0.42 0.32 0.37 
WAVE 0.34 0.37 0.30 0.33 0.34 0.36 0.30 0.33 
 
Therefore, Interests for diverse content need to be forwarded to the main provider, 
which makes for a long trip in content downloading. When the cache size is 
increased, CPCCS again shows better results as the cache hit ratio increases because 
of its nature in caching heterogeneous content close to the consumers. From the 
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numerical results shown in Table 1, we may conclude that CPCCS performs better in 
terms of the cache hit ratio than the comparing strategies. 
5.3.3 Content Redundancy  
Content-redundancy shows the amount of similar content caching operations at 
multiple locations in the same network [178-180]. It can be calculated using the 
following equation:  
 
                                                      ∑                                                    (5.4) 
 
where     shows the redundancy given by the i
th item of the cached contents. The 
result in Figure 5.10, Figure 5.11, Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.13 illustrates content-
redundancies on DTelekon topology.  
  




HPC and CACC show higher content-redundancies because both strategies use to 
cache all the contents at all the nodes at the same path that increases the high amount 
of similar content duplications. MPC, WAVE, and LeafPopDown show fewer 
repetitions of similar contents than HPC and CACC because MPC caches the content 
at neighbor nodes and WAVE perform caching operation of content after having a 
large number of Interests received. Moreover, WAVE consumes more time to caches 
content at all the nodes because it delivers the content in distributed chunks forms 
that gradually pushes towards the consumers. 
 




Figure 5.12. Content Redundancy on DTelekom topology (UGC content) 
 
 
Figure 5.13. Content Redundancy on DTelekom topology (UGC content) 
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In addition, LeafPopDown caches content at the edge and downstream nodes. 
Therefore, the subsequent are satisfies from the edge node to some extent that 
decreases the redundant caching operations by similar contents. 
     Table 5.4  
     Content Redundancy numeric results on DTelekom   
DTelekom   
Topology 
File content  
(  = 0.7) 
web Content 
          
web Content 
          
web Content 
         
Strategies 1GB 10GB 1GB 10GB 1GB 10GB 1GB 10GB 
HPC 0.68 0.59 0.67 0.61 0.67 0.61 0.67 0.61 
CACC 0.64 0.55 0.60 0.56 0.60 0.56 0.60 0.56 
WAVE 0.61 0.51 0.57 0.53 0.57 0.53 0.57 0.53 
MPC 0.59 0.41 0.59 0.51 0.59 0.51 0.59 0.51 
LeafPopDown 0.58 0.48 0.54 0.49 0.54 0.49 0.54 0.49 
MAGIC 0.57 0.38 0.55 0.47 0.55 0.47 0.55 0.47 
CPCCS 0.33 0.15 0.48 0.37 0.48 0.37 0.48 0.37 
 
MAGIC shows low replication of homogeneous content because it allows the 
content to be cached at limited positions. Hence, it produces better performance in 
terms of redundancy. CPCCS performs better in terms of content redundant caching 
operations than the other strategies do because of its nature of performing caching 
partial locations alongside the data routing path.  Table 5.4 presents the overall 
caching performance in numeric values. Hence, it is clear from the results that HPC, 
CACC, MPC, PDCC, MAGIC, and LeafPopDown showed more redundancy ratio 
than the proposed CPCCS.    
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5.3.4 Stretch Ratio 
The distance traveled by a consumer Interest toward the content provider is known 
as stretch [181, 182]. The stretch can be calculated by the following equation: 
  
                                                 ∑             
 
   
∑              
                                           (5.5) 
 
where ∑                   shows the number of hops covered by a consumer 
Interest between the consumer and the content-provider node; ∑          | |    
represents the total number of hops between the consumer and provider and I 
illustrates the total number of generated Interests for specific content.  
CPCCS caches the popular content close to the consumers at the central position 
(mutual centrality node), from where all the desired consumers can get their required 
content. Therefore, it makes the distance between a consumer and a provider smaller 
and most of the consumer Interests travel through the central position and satisfies 
from central positions. 
Moreover, CPCCS selects diverse popular content to be cached close to the 
consumers that increase the overall stretch ratio. On the other hand, all the 
comparing strategies are shown the long stretch path as shown in Figure 5.14, Figure 
5.15, Figure 5.16 and Figure 5.17.  
WAVE shows the lager path stretch with all cache sizes because it caches the 
popular content downstream node first that increases the length between consumer 
















Figure 5.17. Stretch Ratio on Tiger topology (VoD content) 
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However, WAVE brings content close to the consumer but it takes a long time 
because of its nature of caching decision. As compared to MAGIC, and CACC, HPC 
performs better with small and large cache size because it caches a copy of required 
content at all on-path nodes. 
 
       Table 5.5  
      Stretch numeric results on Tiger  
Tiger   
Topology 
File content  
(  = 0.7) 
web Content 
          
web Content 
          
web Content 
         
Strategies 1GB 10GB 1GB 10GB 1GB 10GB 1GB 10GB 
WAVE 0.62 0.58 0.63 0.58 0.60 0.58 0.56 0.53 
MAGIC 0.59 0.56 0.60 0.57 0.57 0.53 0.54 0.44 
CCAC 0.58 0.50 0.58 0.53 0.56 0.52 0.54 0.43 
MPC 0.56 0.38 0.61 0.52 0.55 0.49 0.49 0.40 
HCP 0.53 0.44 0.57 0.48 0.54 0.46 0.48 0.39 
LeafPopDown 0.50 0.41 0.57 0.47 0.53 0.44 0.47 0.38 
CPCCS 0.41 0.12 0.52 0.34 0.47 0.30 0.39 0.30 
  
Therefore, the subsequent Interests are satisfied with the nearer cached copy of 
required content. However, MPC and LeafPopDown produce better results in term to 
reduce the stretch because these strategies cache the required contents close to the 
consumers. From the results in showing in Table 5.5, it is clear that the proposed 
caching strategy performs better than all other strategies. CPCCS achieved enhanced 
results with all cache sizes (1GB to 10GB). 
5.4 Summary  
In this chapter, the overall performance is elaborated using different topologies and 
diverse parameter selection. A new caching strategy has been proposed to diminish 
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the multiple replications of similar contents alongside the data routing path. Due to 
the limited size of the cache, this proposed caching strategy increases the content 
diversity through caches the heterogeneous contents in the network. Moreover, it 
reduces the number of redundant contents along the consumer path and decreases the 
path length in terms of stretch with the selection of a suitable router for content 
caching. In addition, it enhances the cache hit ratio by the caching of transmitted 
contents close to the consumers. Therefore, the proposed strategy is evaluated in a 
simulation environment using SocialCCNSim-Master. The comparison against some 
state-of-art caching strategies and the consequences show that the proposed CPCCS 






CHAPTER SIX  
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
6.1 Introduction  
NDN is highly scalable, efficient, and reliable information distribution network 
architecture. These advantages have encouraged most researchers to modify the 
current end-to-end sender driven Internet paradigm to a receiver-driven information-
centric paradigm. The NDN architectures provide on-path caching (storage for data 
objects) in the entire network and multicast communication can be produced through 
data replication. The objective of on-path caching in the NDN architecture is to 
achieve a scalable, effective, and consistent distribution of information and data 
objects by using a common communication platform that is available in a dedicated 
system like a content distribution network. In fact, there is a requirement to modify 
the present working IP-based network architecture to the NDN architecture. The on-
path caching techniques in NDN provide the advantages of disseminating 
information.  
In this study, the problems related to NDN Caching strategies have been evaluated 
and proposed a new caching strategy named as Compound Popular Content Caching 
Strategy to resolve the content caching issues while having limited cache capacity. 
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 7.2 provides a brief review of 
overall research, Section 7.3 refers to the research contribution, Section 7.4 describes 
the research limitations and finally, Section 7.5 gives information about future 
directions of the study.    
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6.2 Research summary  
Cache management is an important because on-path caching cannot generate 
efficient results. The management of the cache depends on how the cache is 
deployed and managed by the network. The effective management of the cache 
demonstrates a mechanism that places a copy of the transmitted content into the 
network caching system efficiently. Therefore, in this study proposes a new cache 
management strategy to enhance the overall performance of NDN-based caching 
module.  
In Chapter One, the research background and introduction about NDN is presented 
in detailed. Moreover, the research motivation introduced how NDN in a better 
option for the Internet architecture. In addition, the problems of present NDN cache 
deployment strategies that arise some critical questions (research questions) and the 
assumptions (research objectives) to solve these questions is demonstrated in the 
same chapter. At the end of this chapter, the scope, significance, and overall research 
plan was described.   
Chapter Two is presented the comprehensive introduction about NDN-based on-path 
caching and its cache deployment mechanisms. On-path caching was divided into 
two main sections in which the first section explored the probabilistic NDN-based 
caching strategies while in the second section; the popularity-based caching 
strategies were explained. At the end of this chapter, the critical analysis of 
probabilistic and popularity-based caching strategies was elaborated. In Chapter 
Three, the overall research methodology termed as Design Research Methodology 
(DRM) is elaborated that is adopted from [133, 183]. In Chapter Four, the proposed 
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cache deployment strategy is expressed in which two mechanisms such as content 
selection named as Compound Popular Content Section (CPCS) and Compound 
Popular Content Caching (CPCC) were introduced. Moreover, the chapter also 
explained the detailed verification and validation. 
In Chapter Five, the evaluation of the proposed strategy was presented. Therefore, 
the proposed strategy is extensively and comparatively studied with other NDN-
based caching strategies such as HPC, MPC, LeafPopDown, MAGIC, CCAC, and 
WAVE through simulations to evaluate the performance in terms of content 
diversity, cache hit ratio, content redundancy, and stretch ratio. The results show that 
the proposed caching strategy was performed better than all other strategies.  
6.3 Research Contribution 
After a study of the state of the art, it is found that diverse caching strategies have 
been proposed. They include solutions such as leaving copies at every router or 
detecting the optimal router to create the copy. They use diverse information such as 
topological structure or the popularity of the content. The first contribution of this 
research is such that we define a common framework, where we are going to 
compare some of the common states of the art caching strategies. This common 
framework is built based on the parameters selected from the literature. The second 
contribution consists in the comparison of the caching strategies. These will be 
analyzed according to four metrics: content diversity, content redundancy, cache hit 
ratio, and stretch. As it is clear from the literature that every caching strategy 
overcomes other ones in at least one particular scenario, which is detailed in the 
research. The third and main contribution of this research is to propose a cache 
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deployment strategy for NDN so that it can overcome the limitations of the existing 
strategies as well as improve the performance of NDN in terms to improve overall 
cache manageability. Some of the key contributions of this research are given in the 
following:  
 
1.    A comparative analysis of the probabilistic caching strategies to the NDN-
based caching literature. 
2.    A comparative analysis of popularity-based caching strategies to literature 
related to the NDN-based caching module. 
3.    Compound Popular Content Selection (CPCS) technique that enhances the 
threshold to increase the content availability by the selection of least and 
optimal popular content. 
4.    Compound Popular Content Caching (CPCC) technique to improve the 
content manageability through suitable node selection for diverse content 
caching operation. 
5. Coming up with a new algorithm to differentiate regarding interested usage 
frequency of contents to enhance the content selection mechanism in NDN 
caching services. 
6. Compound Popular Content Caching Strategy (CPCCS) is used to enhance 
the intermediate position selection by shorten the path stretch and improve 
the content reachability for subsequent consumers’ Interests.   
7. Extended the available simulation tool through the implementation of the 
proposed model for the future comparison. 
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In this research, a new cache management strategy CPCCS has been proposed to 
diminish the multiple replications of similar contents alongside the data routing path. 
The CPCCS is divided into two mechanisms in which CPCS was proposed to select 
the diverse content to be cached regarding their Interest count while the CPCC 
mechanism was developed in order to find the optimal location for the caching of 
OPC and LPC contents. Due to the limited size of the cache, the proposed caching 
strategy increases the content diversity through caches the heterogeneous contents in 
the network. Moreover, it reduced the number of redundant contents along the 
consumer path and decreases the path length in terms of stretch ratio with the 
selection of a suitable location for content caching. In addition, it enhances the cache 
hit ratio due to the caching of transmitted content close to the consumers. For the 
performance evaluation, the proposed strategy is evaluated in a simulation 
environment after the comparison against some state-of-art caching strategies. Thus, 
the consequences show that our strategy performs better while the cache size is 
restricted. 
6.4 Research Limitations 
In fact, this research has explained the NDN caching-based study using simulation 
environment through different parameters selection and simulation was established 
in SocialCCNSim-Master simulator with social network traffic generator 
(SONETOR [184]). Consequently, the proposed caching strategy was performed 
better as compared to state-of-art benchmark strategies. However, this study was 
extended the functionality of CPCCS only for NDN on-path caching technique. 
Therefore, it is limited to the selected scenario. Meanwhile, the NDN-caching is still 
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in its early stage regarding real-world implementation. Therefore, the proposed 
scheme could be implemented using the testbed to measure the performance 
evaluation. With the intense undertaking of discovering NDN testbed systems that 
support including more unrestricted adaptability, the simulation was entirely 
prepared using SocialCCNSim-Master.  
Moreover, the proposed caching strategy is used to merge sort technique to sort the 
LPC contents in a list. If the list is too much long it consumes more time to sort. 
Therefore, this problem can be resolved by sorting the LPC content list without using 
any sorting algorithm. In addition, the performance of the proposed study was not 
tested in ad-hoc networks.   
6.5 Future Direction  
The NDN caching delivers benefits to Internet technologies through the 
implementation of cache storage. To handle the cache storage, it is most significant 
to improve the overall caching performance by deploying the efficient cache 
deployment strategy. Therefore, the proposed caching strategy enhances the caching 
performance by improving content selection and content caching mechanisms. 
According to the future prospective, this caching strategy could improve the content 
dissemination in several technologies such as Internet of Things (IoT), edge cloud 
computing, blockchain, distributed fog computing, Software Defined Networking 
(SDN), mobile ad-hoc network (MANET), vehicular ad-hoc network (VANET), and 
fifth-generation (5G) mobile cellular networks. In regards to genomic data, the 
extensive use of genomic data sets that are an immense and rapid increase over time 
is creating problems regarding its transmission. The reason is that these types of data 
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sets are stored at distant (remote) databases and its transmission is supported by IP-
based Internet. Therefore, similar genomic data sets are needed to be sent across the 
remote location several times.  
Consequently, several problems are creating regarding the transmission of genomic 
data sets in which bandwidth, congestion, delay, and high resource consumption. In 
this situation, NDN provides the number of caching strategies to handle the issues 
related to genomic data to transmission. Therefore, the present caching strategy can 
solve these issues in an efficient way by caching the most popular and least popular 
content near the desired locations. Moreover, it can increase the availability of most 
popular genomic data sets to respond locally the subsequent requests. Hence, the 
congestion will be reduced and bandwidth will be used in efficient manner. In 
addition, the resource (memory and energy) consumption will be decreased. 
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